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STATE STATUTES
Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-3(j) (West 2004) 1
No. 20060408-CA
In the Utah Court of Appeals
NANCY MACDONALD, M.D.,
Plaintiff/Appellant,
vs.
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH,
Defendant/Appellee,
Brief of Appellee
Defendant-Appellee University of Utah submits this brief in
answer to the Brief of Appellant Nancy Macdonald, M.D.
Statement of Jurisdiction
This is an appeal from a final judgment of dismissal of the Third
Judicial District Court, Salt Lake County, State of Utah, entered on
March 28, 2006. R. 332-36; Add. B at 1-5. Macdonald filed her notice of
appeal on April 26, 2006. R. 337-39. This Court has jurisdiction to hear
this appeal under Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-3(j) (West 2004), providing
for jurisdiction in this Court over cases transferred to the Court of
Appeals from the Supreme Court.
Issues Presented
1. The trial court correctly granted summary judgment to the University
because the University complied with all policies and terms relevant
to its decision not to renew Macdonald's contract
Macdonald was an auxiliary faculty member in the School of
Medicine's Department of Radiology. University policy is clear that "all
auxiliary faculty appointments end automatically each June 30." R.
138; Add. D at DEF 0133. The contract between the parties stated that
the department would determine on an annual basis whether to renew
Macdonald's appointment. It also stated that Macdonald would receive
the formal process of a retention review in her third year to further her
professional and academic development. Near the beginning of her
third year, Macdonald was notified that her appointment would not be
renewed. Did the University act within its discretion when it decided
not to renew Macdonald's contract without first conducting the formal
process of a retention review?
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A. Standard of review
"The trial court's interpretation of a contract presents a question
of law, which [this Court] reviews for correctness." Green River Canal
Co. v. Thayn, 2003 UT 50, f 16, 84 P.3d 1134, 1140; accord Home Sav.
& Loan v. Aetna Cas. & Surety Co., 817 P.2d 341, 347 (Utah Ct. App.
1991). "The question of whether a contract provision is ambiguous, i.e.,
susceptible to two or more reasonable interpretations, is also a question
of law." Home Sav. & Loan, 817 P.2d at 347.
This Court reviews "for correctness the trial court's grant of
summary judgment pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c) and afford[s] no
deference to [the trial court's] legal conclusions." Green River, 2003 UT
f 16, 84 P.3d at 1140.
B. Preservation of issue
This issue was preserved in the University's motion for summary
judgment. R. 118.
2. The University did not violate the implied covenant of good faith and
fair dealing when it decided not to renew Macdonald's contract
Macdonald, formerly an auxiliary faculty member in the School of
Medicine, argues that the University violated the implied covenant of
-3-
good faith and fair dealing by destroying her opportunity for a retention
review. Macdonald was not entitled to a retention review. Did the
University retain discretion to decline to renew Macdonald's contract
for any nondiscriminatory reason?
A. Standard of review
"A review of the trial court's order of summary judgment presents
questions of law. Thus, [this Court] accord[s] no deference to the trial
court's determination and review[s] it for correctness." Seare v.
University of Utah Sch. ofMedicine, 882 P.2d 673, 674 (Utah Ct. App.
1994).
B. Preservation of issue
This issue was preserved in the University's opposition to
Macdonald's motion for summary judgment. R. 291.
-4-
Determinative Constitutional
Provisions, Statutes and Rules
This appeal turns on the interpretation of University policy.
Therefore, there are no determinative constitutional provisions,
statutes, or rules.
Statement of the Case
Nature of the Case
This is an action for damages for alleged breach of contract. R. 1-14.
Macdonald was employed by the Department of Radiology in the
University ofUtah School of Medicine as an auxiliary faculty member,
with a one-year appointment that ended automatically on June 30th of
each year. R. 131-32; Add. C at 1-2. She complains that she was not
provided a retention review before the University elected not to renew
her contract. No retention review was necessary to make the decision
not to renew. R. 7-8. Furthermore, Macdonald did not work for the
University long enough to be entitled to a retention review.
-b-
Course of the Proceedings and Disposition Below
In February 2005 Macdonald commenced this action by filing a
Complaint. R. 1-14. The parties filed cross-motions for summary
judgment. R. 111-12, 151-53. The motions were fully briefed, R. 113-26,
162-204, 278-92, 306-18, and the parties presented oral argument. R.
328. On March 14, 2006, the trial court entered an Order granting the
University's motion for summary judgment. R. 329-31; Add. A at 1-3.
The trial court entered a Judgment on March 28, 2006. R. 332-36; Add.
B at 1-5. Macdonald fded a Notice of Appeal on April 26, 2006.
Statement of the Facts
Macdonald was appointed by the Department of Radiology as an
"auxiliary faculty" member in the Clinical Track. R. 136; Add. D at DEF
0131. "Clinical Faculty arc instructional faculty whose primary
professional expertise is in the practice context or whose primary
professional responsibility is conducted in a clinical, professional or
practicum setting." R. 140; Add. D at DEF 0135. Clinical Track faculty
are not eligible for tenure. R. 136, 138; Add. D at DEF 0131, 0133.
-6-
The University hired auxiliary faculty under limited term contracts.
In fact, auxiliary faculty appointments end automatically each June 30.
According to the University's Auxiliary Faculty policy, Policy 9-2,
[appointments to the auxiliary faculty are for limited terms
only. All annual auxiliary faculty appointments end
automatically each June 30. Individuals in such positions
may be reappointed after departmental review, with no
limitation on reappointment. . . . Review of all categories of
auxiliary faculty (including annual review, review before
reappointment, and review in consideration of
reappointment to a higher rank) should be appropriate in
light of category, rank, and role of the faculty members.
After three years of full-time service, an auxiliary
instructional faculty member should be given at least 3
months notice of non-renewal of appointment, unless
particular contractual provisions otherwise govern.
R. 138-39; Add. D at DEF 0133-34.
The purpose of limited term contracts was to afford flexibility in
meeting the University's educational mission. The policy stated that
In light of the University's need to retain the flexibility to
adjust its programs to meet changing needs and to employ
faculty with more specialized foci to that end, auxiliary
faculty may be appointed as research, clinical, lecturer (or
lecturing), adjunct or visiting faculty members ....
R. 138; Add. D at DEF 0133.
The School of Medicine's general policy and its Full Time Clinical
Track Policy stated that the School of Medicine would make an
administrative determination annually whether an auxiliary faculty
-7-
member's contract should be renewed. The general policy stated:
"Clinical Track appointments are reviewed by the department on an
annual basis." R. 228; Add. E at 6. The Clinical Track Policy stated:
"Employment is reviewed by the department on an annual basis." R.
258; Add. E at 41. "The decision whether to renew or not to renew a
clinical track faculty appointment rests with the department chair." R.
147.
The School of Medicine's Retention, Promotion & Tenure (RPT)
Policy & Procedure ("RPT policy") set forth the School of Medicine's
policies relating to retention reviews for auxiliary faculty in the clinical
track. The RPT policy summarized the "review sequence," which stated
that tenure and full-time clinical track faculty would receive a third-
year retention review. It also stated that,
[i]n addition to the third-year retention, departments may
elect to review faculty members in the full-time clinical
track at year five or year six. The sixth-year will be the
default year for review. . . . Following the third and sixth
year retention review, each clinical track faculty members
[sic] will be formally reviewed every five years using
Clinical Faculty Review (CFR) procedures.
R. 228; Add. E at 6. The RPT policy outlined an extensive process for
conducting retention reviews. R. 231-39; Add. E at 9-17.
The RPT policy's "Full Time Clinical Track Policy" reiterated the
retention review schedule: "Department may elect to review full-time
clinical faculty at the third and fifth, or sixth-year. The third and sixth-
years are the default year for review After the initial two reviews,
faculty should be formally reviewed every five years "R. 257; Add.
E at 40.
Consistent with these policies, the University's first offer to
Macdonald stated:
Clinical track appointments must be renewed annually. In
addition, the School ofMedicine will conduct a retention
review during your 3rd and 6th years, and every five years
thereafter. Dr. Gilfeather [Vice Chair for Clinical Services]
and myself [Edwin A. Stevens, M.D., Chairman,
Department of Radiology] will work with you toward
meeting the criteria for reappointment and retention
reviews.
R. 132; Add. C at 2.
Macdonald accepted a one-year position as Assistant Professor,
Clinical Track, in the Department of Radiology. R. 132; Add. Cat 2. She
began work with the University on January 1, 2002. R. 131; Add. Cat
1. In June 2002, after approximately five months of employment, the
University notified Macdonald that it had decided to continue her
appointment through June 30, 2003. R. 133.
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In June 2003, the University again renewed Macdonald's
appointment through June 30, 2004. R. 134. However, in March 2004,
near the beginning of her third year of employment, the University
made the administrative decision not to renew Macdonald's contract
based on "the educational and clinical needs of the Department of
Radiology for the upcoming year." R. 134. This appeal requires the
Court to decide whether the University's action complied with the
terms of the contract between the parties.
Summary of the Argument
Macdonald worked for the University under a one-year contract that
expired in June of each year unless renewed. The contract stated that
limited term contracts such as Macdonald's preserved the University's
ability to make faculty changes to respond to evolving academic needs.
The Chairman of the Department of Radiology had discretion to make
the administrative decision each year whether to renew Macdonald's
contract.
In the event that she continued to receive reappointment, the
contract provided that Macdonald would undergo the formal process of
a retention review during her third year to enhance her professional
-10-
and academic development. Near the beginning of her third year, the
University notified Macdonald that her appointment no longer
furthered the educational goals of the Department of Radiology and
that her contract would not be renewed. Macdonald, therefore, never
became eligible for a retention review.
Because Macdonald did not work for the University long enough to
receive a retention review, the University did not breach the covenant
of good faith and fair dealing when it decided not to renew her
appointment. The contract makes clear that the University retained the
discretion to decide not to renew Macdonald's appointment for any non
discriminatory reason.
Argument
1. The trial court correctly granted summary judgment to the University
because the University complied with all policies and terms relevant to
its decision not to renew Macdonald's contract
This Court should affirm the summary judgment dismissing
Macdonald's breach of contract claim against the University because
the trial court correctly ruled that the University complied with all
relevant policies when it decided not to renew Macdonald's contract.
The University's obligations to Macdonald respecting contract renewal
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and retention reviews are contained in the offer of employment, the
University of Utah Policy and Procedure Manual, Policy 9-2, and the
RPT policy.. These documents, taken together, form the contract
between the parties.
"'The underlying purpose in construing or interpreting a contract is
to ascertain the intentions of the parties to the contract.'" Green River,
2003 UT, f 17, 84 P.3d at 1140-41 (quoting WebBank v. American Gen.
Annuity Svc. Corp., 2002 UT 88,117, 54 P.3d 1139, 1144). "'[I]f the
language within the four corners of the contract is unambiguous, the
parties' intentions are determined from the plain meaning of the
contractual language, and the contract may be interpreted as a matter
of law."' Saleh v. Farmers Ins. Exch., 2006 UT 20, f 21, 113 P.3d 428,
434 (quoting Green River, 2003 UT, f 17, 84 P.3d at 1141), relig denied.
The Court considers "each contract provision ... in relation to all of
the others, with a view toward giving effect to all and ignoring none.'"
Green River, 2003 UT, %17, 84 P.3d at 1141 (quoting WebBank, 2002
UT, f 18, 54 P.3d at 1144) (ellipses in original); accord Cherry v. Utah
State Univ., 966 P.2d 866, 869 (Utah Ct. App. 1998). '"[A] court must
attempt to . . . "harmonize and give effect to all of [the contract's]
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provisions.'"" Green River, 2003 UT, %31, 84 P.3d at 1145); accord
Cherry, 966 P.2d at 870.
A. The contract established that auxiliary appointments terminated
automatically
The contract makes clear that limited-term contracts with auxiliary
faculty members expired each year in June. University Policy 9-2 stated
that
Appointments to the auxiliary faculty are for limited terms
only. All annual auxiliary faculty appointments end
automatically each June 30. Individuals in such positions
may be reappointed after departmental review, with no
limitation on reappointment. . . . Review of all categories of
auxiliary faculty (including annual review, review before
reappointment, and review in consideration of
reappointment to a higher rank) should be appropriate in
light ofcategory, rank, and role of the faculty members. . . .
After three years of full-time service, an auxiliary
instructional faculty member should be given at least 3
months notice of non-renewal of appointment, unless
particular contractual provisions otherwise govern.
R. 138-39; Add. D at DEF 0133-34. Consistent with Policy 9-2, the offer
ofemployment Macdonald received stated that "Clinical Track
appointments must be renewed annually." R. 132; Add. C at 2.
"The decision whether to renew or not to renew a clinical track
faculty appointment rests with the department chair." R. 147. The
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contract referred to this annual administrative decision when it stated,
"Employment is reviewed by the department on an annual basis," R.
257; Add. E at 40, and "Clinical Track appointments are reviewed by
the department on an annual basis." R. 228; Add. E at 6.
The University's discretion to determine annually whether to renew
an auxiliary faculty member's contract supports the University's intent,
stated in the contract, "to retain the flexibility to adjust its programs to
meet changing needs and to employ faculty with more specialized foci."
R. 138; Add. D at DEF 0133. This flexibility is essential to the
achievement of the University's educational mission.
In the event that an auxiliary faculty member continued to be
reappointed, University policy provided for periodic retention reviews
for the purpose of professional and academic development. Retention
reviews involve performance and academic evaluations, including peer
review. Macdonald's contract provided that she would receive retention
reviews during her third and sixth years and every five years
thereafter.
The offer of employment stated that
Clinical track appointments must be renewed annually. In
addition, the School of Medicine will conduct a retention
review during your 3rd and 6th years, and every five years
-14-
thereafter. Dr. Gilfeather [Vice Chair for Clinical Services]
and myself [Chairman of the Department of Radiology] will
work with you toward meeting the criteria for
reappointment and retention reviews.
R. 132; Add. C at 2.
The RPT policy's comprehensive Review Sequence similarly stated
that a
[department may elect to review full-time clinical faculty
at the third and fifth, or sixth-year. The third and sixth-
years are the default year for review. . . . After the initial
two reviews, faculty should be formally reviewed every five
years using the TFR/CFR guidelines. . . . Employment is
reviewed by the department on an annual basis.
R. 257-58; Add. Eat 40-41.
Likewise, the RPT policy's Full-Time Clinical Track Review Policy
stated that
In addition to the third-year retention, departments may
elect to review faculty members in the full-time clinical
track at year five or year six. The sixth-year will be the
default year for review .... Following the third and sixth
year retention review, each clinical track faculty members
[sic] will be formally reviewed every five years using
Clinical Faculty Review (CFR) procedures. Clinical Track
appointments are reviewed by the department on an
annual basis.
R. 228; Add. E at 6.
Macdonald never became eligible for a retention review. Early in her
third year, the University notified her that it would not renew her
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contract. R. 134. Having made this administrative decision, a third-year
retention review would have been futile.
Moreover, even if the University had conducted a retention review
and the results had been overwhelmingly positive, the University still
would have retained discretion to decide not to renew Macdonald's
contract. Lack of funding and shifts in departmental emphasis often
determine whether an auxiliary faculty member will be reappointed,
regardless ofthe level at which the individual is performing. Thus, a
positive review is not a guarantee ofcontinued employment.
Arguing otherwise, Macdonald seizes upon contract terms that use
the word "annual" and argues, in spite of clear terms providing for
retention reviews in specific years, that she was entitled to the formal
process of a retention review every year. Macdonald's forced
interpretation lacks credibility and should be rejected.
To be plausible, an interpretation "must impart confidence in its
credibility sufficient to merit [the Court's] applause." Saleh, 2006 UT,
H16, 133 P.3d at 433. The Court determines plausibility in light of the
contract language. Id. An alternate interpretation is not plausible if it
is "the result of a forced or strained construction." Id. at f 17.
Importantly, "words and phrases do not qualify as ambiguous simply
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because one party seeks to endow them with a different interpretation
according to his or her own interests." Id. \ 17; accord Alfv. State Farm
Fire & Cas. Co., 850 P.2d 1272, 1274 (Utah 1993).
Contrary to established principles ofcontract construction,
Macdonald's interpretation would render meaningless the contract's
explicit statement that she would receive reviews in the third and sixth
years, and every five years thereafter. See Green River, 2003 UT, f 17,
84 P.3d at 1141 (Court considers "each contract provision ... in relation
to all of the others, with a view toward giving effect to all and ignoring
none'" (quoting WebBank, 2002 UT, \ 18, 54 P.3d at 1144) (ellipses in
original)).
Although she argues that the trial court ignored terms she asserts
support her interpretation, Macdonald has myopically failed to consider
the contract as a whole. See u± Her interpretation obliterates, rather
than harmonizes, contract terms making clear that her appointment
expired in June of each year, providing for retention reviews in specific
years, and expressing the University's intent to retain flexibility to
exercise institutional discretion. See id at \ 31, 84 P.3d at 1145 ('"[A]
court must attempt to . . . "harmonize and give effect to all of [the
contract's] provisions.""' (citations omitted)); id. at \ 17, 84 P.3d at
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1140-41 ('"The underlying purpose in construing or interpreting a
contract is to ascertain the intentions of the parties to the contract.'"
(quoting WebBank, 2002 UT, 1117, 54 P.3d at 1144)). Contrary to this
artificial construction, the contract, construed as a whole, makes clear
that Macdonald had a one-year faculty appointment that the University
had discretion to renew or not renew each year. She did not work for
the University long enough to become eligible for a retention review for
the purpose of her professional academic development. See Saleh, 2006
UT, f 17, 133 P.3d at 433.
B. Policy considerations favor deference to the University's
interpretation of its own policies
Ordinary principles of contract law firmly support the trial court's
decision that Macdonald had a one-year contract with the University
and was not entitled to a retention review before the University decided
not to renew her contract. Nevertheless, any doubt should be resolved
in favor of the University's interpretation of the contract.
Macdonald incorrectly argues that this Court should strictly
construe the contract against the University as the drafter. But courts
construe contract language against the drafter only if the language is
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ambiguous and the available extrinsic evidence fails to clarify its
meaning. See Cherry, 966 P.2d at 869-70. Moreover, contracts that
affect the public interest '"shall be "construed" in the manner most
favorable to the public.'" Moore v. Utah Tech. College, 727 P.2d 634, 643
n.33 (Utah 1986). Accordingly, the Utah Supreme Court held in Moore
v. Utah Technical College that a faculty member's contract should not
be given an interpretation that would thwart the college's policy "to
limit the number of tenured instructors at the school, and thus to be
more selective about those instructors awarded tenure." Id. at 643. In
this case, the public interest is served by interpreting the contract in a
manner that preserves and protects the University's stated intent to
retain flexibilitv in hiring facultv to fulfill its evolving educational
mission.
2. The University did not violate the implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing when it decided not to renew Macdonald's contract
Macdonald argues that a dispute of fact exists concerning whether
the University violated the implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing by not providing a retention review. Appellant's Opening Br. at
11. This argument fails, however, because Macdonald was not entitled
-19-
to a retention review. The implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing protects "'the express covenants or promises of the contract.'"
Scare, 882 P.2d at 678 (quoting Sanderson v. First Sec. Leasing Co., 844
P.2d 303, 308 (Utah 1992)). It does not '""establish new, independent
rights or duties not agreed upon by the parties.'"" Id. (quoting Peterson
v. Browning, 834 P.2d 1280, 1284 (Utah 1992)).
As established above, Macdonald worked for the University under a
one-year contract that expired automatically each June unless renewed.
Further, the contract did not provide for annual retention reviews, but
for reviews during the third year, fifth or sixth year, and every five
years thereafter. Because Macdonald did not work for the University
long enough to become eligible for a retention review, as a matter of
law, it retained the discretion to decide not to renew her contract "for no
reason or for any reason other than a few constitutionally
impermiss:ble ones." Piacitelli v. Southern Utah State College, 636 P.2d
1063, 1066 n.5 (Utah 1981). Summary judgment in the University's
favor on this claim should be affirmed.
-20-
Conclusion
Macdonald received a one-year appointment as auxiliary faculty
that expired in June of each year unless renewed. The University
entered into limited term contracts with auxiliary faculty so that it
would have the flexibility to make faculty adjustments as necessary to
fulfill the University's evolving academic mission. The decision whether
to renew Macdonald's appointment each year rested with the Chairman
of the Department of Radiology.
In the event that she continued to receive reappointment, the
contract provided that Macdonald would undergo the formal process of
a retention review duringher third year. Near the beginning ofher
third year, the University notified Macdonald that her appointment
would notbe renewed. Macdonald, therefore, never became eligible for
a retention review and the University retained the discretion to decide
not to renew Macdonald's one-year appointment without first
conducting a retention review.
Both because the University retained the discretion to decide not
to renew her contract for any reason, and because Macdonald did not
work for the University long enough to receive a retention review, the
University did not breach the covenant of good faith and fair dealing
-21-
when it decided not to renew her appointment, The contract makes
clear that the University retained the discretion to decide not to renew
Macdonald's appointment for any non-discriminatory reason.
For these reasons the University urges this Court to affirm the
judgment entered in the court below.
RESPECTFULLY submitted this 26th day of October, 2006.
Reha Deal
Assistant Attorney General
Attorneys for Appellee
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Certificate of Service
I certify that two true and correct copies of the foregoing Brief of
Appellee was served by U.S. mail, first-class postage prepaid, this 26th
day of October, 2006, to the following:
ROGER H. HOOLE, 5089
GREGORY N. HOOLE, 7894
Hoole & King, L.C.
4276 South Highland Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah 84124
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ADDENDUM "A"
't*v »••»*.*,
MAR M 2006
^TUKE COUwry
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
NANCY MACDONALD,,
Plaintiff, ORDER
vs.
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH, A DIVISION OF CIVIL NO. 050902633
THE STATE OF UTAH, dba
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH HEALTH
SCIENCES CENTER, JUDGE L.A. DEVER
Defendant.
This matter came before the Court on January 19, 2006, on Cross Motions for Summary
Judgment. The plaintiff was represented by Gregory Hoole, the defendant was represented by
Akiko Kawamura. The Court has reviewed the memoranda submitted and the argument of the
parties.
There are no material facts in dispute. The Court does not find any ambiguity in the
contract. The plaintiff was hired by the University as an auxiliary faculty member. According to
University policy, appointments to auxiliary faculty are for a limited term only. The policy
provides that all annual appointments end automatically on June 30lh of each year. Plaintiff
claims that she was entitled to a review before she could be terminated. A reading of the policy
does not establish that she was entitled to a review. In fact, it is clear from the policy that up
until the third year the appointments automatically expire each June 30th; after the third year the
^
employee is entitled to three months notice of non-renewal. Even though plaintiff was not in this
category, she was given three months notice. Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment on
the breach of contract claim is granted, there was no breach of contract.
The plaintiff claims that there exists an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing
that was breached by the defendant. While a contract may be subject to implied covenants,
those covenants cannot create rights or duties not agreed to by the parties. The University had
discretion to renew or not renew the plaintiffs contract before it expired. It elected not to renew.
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment on the implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing claim is granted. There was no duty to renew.
The plaintiff claims a violation of due process under 42 U.S.C. §1983. This claim also
fails. The defendant University is not a "person" within the meaning of 42 U.S.C. § 1983.
Defendant's motion for Summary Judgment on this claim is granted.
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment is denied.
Counsel for defendant to prepare the appropriate Judgment in this matter.
Dated this 13th day of March, 2006.
BY THE COURT
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
Ihereby certify that on the |4~ day of March, 2006, a true and correct copy
of the foregoing ORDER, was delivered to the following:
Akiko Kawamura
Assistant Attorney General
P.O.Box 140856
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-0586
Gregory N. Hoole
HOOLE & KING
4267 South Highland Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84124
Deputy Court Clerk
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AKIKO KAWAMURA (8568)
Assistant Utah Attorney General
MARK L. SHURTLEFF (4666)
Utah Attorney General
Attorney for Defendants
160 East 300 South, Sixth Floor
P.O.Box 140856
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0856
Telephone:(801)366-0100
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Third Judicial District
m?2 3,006
(li/lake county
Deputy Clerk'
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
NANCY MACDONALD, JUDGMENT
Plaintiff,
vs.
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH, A DIVISION
OF THE STATE OF UTAH, DBA
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH HEALTH
SCIENCES CENTER, Case No. 050902633
Defendants. Judge L.A. Dever
Pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P. 54, this Court hereby enters judgment in Defendant's favor in
the above-captioncd matter. This judgment is entered upon Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment. OnJanuary 19,2005, this matter came before theCourt for hearing ontheParties' Cross-
Motions for Summary Judgment. Plaintiff, Nancy Macdonald, was represented by Gregory N.
Hoole. Defendant, University of Utah dba University of Utah Health Sciences Center was
represented by Akiko Kawamura. The Court has fully considered the assertions and arguments in
the pleadings, has heard oral argument, and is otherwise fully informed in the premises.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows:
Iz \
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. On or about October22, 2001, Plaintiff commenced employment at the University
of Utah Health Sciences Center (Radiology Department) as an auxiliary faculty member with a
clinical track appointment.
2. The Board of Trustees of the University of Utah has adopted the UniversityofUtah
Policy and Procedures Manual ("University Policy"), which is applicable to all faculty members.
The Parties' contractual relationship is governed in part by the University Policy.
3. The University Policy 9-2, Section 4.B. provides, "Appointments to the auxiliary
faculty arefor limited termsonly. Allannual auxiliary faculty appointments endautomatically each
June 30. After three years ofcontinuous full-time service, an auxiliary instructional faculty member
should be given at least 3 months notice ofnon-renewal ofappointment, unless particular contractual
provisions otherwise govern."
4. Plaintiffs first year contract expired automatically on June 30,2003 and was renewed
for a second year.
5. Plaintiffs second year contract expired on June 30, 2004 and was not renewed.
6. Plaintiff received notice that her contract would not be renewed on or about
March 22, 2004, more than three months prior to the contract's expiration.
7. Plaintiff believed that she was entitled to a review before her employment contract
could be terminated.
va
8. Plaintiff asserted claims for breach of contract, breach of the implied covenant of
good faith and fair dealing, and violation of due process.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. Pursuant to UtahR. Civ. P. 56(c). summary judgment is appropriate "ifthe pleadings
show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to
a judgment as a matter of law."
2. This Court finds there are no material facts in dispute.
3. As a matter of law, the Court enters judgment in Defendant's favor on the breach of
contract claim for the following reasons:
A. The Court does not find any ambiguity in the contract. Pursuant to University
Policy, it is clear and unambiguous that appointments to auxiliary faculty are for a limited
term only. Up until the third year, annual auxiliary faculty appointments expire
automatically on June 30"' of each year. After the third year, auxiliary faculty are entitled
to three months notice of non-renewal of the contract.
B. The Court finds that pursuant to University Policy, Plaintiffs contract expired
automatically on June 30, 2004. Even though Plaintiff had not reached her third contract
year and was not entitled to three months notice ofnon-renewal, she was given three months
notice.
C. The Court further finds that the clear language of the University Policy did
not entitle Plaintiffto a review. Plaintiffthereby had no right to review prior to non-renewal.
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4. This Court enters judgment in Defendant's favor on the breach ofcovenant ofgood
faith and fair dealing claim for the following reasons:
A. Although contracts are subject to implied covenants of good faith, those
covenants cannot be construed to create new rights or duties not agreed upon by theparties.
B. Pursuant to theclearlanguage of University Policy, thisCourt finds that the
University Policy provided Defendant with complete discretion to renew or not renew
Plaintiffs contract. This Court also finds that Defendant had no duty to providePlaintiff
with a review prior to non-renewal; the unambiguous language of the University Policy
establishes the parties never agreed Plaintiffhad aright to review. Moreover, the covenant
of good faith cannot and did not create additional duties. Thus, the fact Plaintiff received
no review was not a breach of the covenant of good faith.
5. This Court enters judgment in Defendant's favor on the due process claim under 42
U.S.C. § 1983 because the University is not a"person" within the meaning ofSection 1983.
6. Pursuant toUtah R. Civ. P. 54(d), Defendant is entitled to itscosts incurred in this
case.
DATED this V^ day oftf>
HO
Third Di
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
1hereby certify that a true and correct copy ofthe foregoing PROPOSED JUDGMENTwas
•jaifc
sent by United States mail, postage prepaid, thisA^ day of March, 2006, to the following:
Roger H. Hoole
Gregory N. Hoole
Hoole & King, L.C.
4276 South Highland Drive
Salt Lake City,Vr 84124
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ADDENDUM "C"
University
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Prolpssui ai'fl ( tiiiirrnaii
Department ol Radiology
September 19, 2001
Nancy L. Macdonald. MD
]A71 University Hospital
50 North Medical Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84132-1140
Dear Dr. Macdonald
It is with great pleasure that we offer you the position of Assistant Professor, Clinical Track in the
Department of Radiology effective January l", 2002. This appointment is subject to the usual
institutional appointment and approval mechanisms of the University of Utah.
Your assignment during calendar year 2002 will be Chief of Nuclear Medicine under the direction and
mentorship of Dr. Maryellyn Gilfeather, Vice Chair for Clinical Services. On average, a 5-day
workweek will include 4 days on the clinical service and I day for academic activity. In addition, you
will participate in Nuclear Medicine call coverage with the General Radiology Section The School of
Medicine's Mission Based Management program requires faculty to prospectively estimate the time
they will spend in each "Mission". We estimate that you will spend 20% in academic/research
pursuits; you will have one academic day per week, subject to the requirements of clinical coverage.
The remaining 80% will be spent on the clinical service. This time will include approximately 65%
clinical activity. 10% teaching activity, and 5% administrative activities, including participation on
department committees
It is the expectation of the Department of Radiology that you will become CAQ'd in Nuclear
Medicine before January 1, 2002 and Board Certified in Nuclear Medicine within one year of your
appointment.
Your University salary for the 2001/02 academic year will be at the standard Departmental rate for
Assistant Professor of academic base salary of $30,000 plus a negotiated component of $128,000 for
the 2001/02 year, for a total annual base salary rate of $158,000. Your salary will be derived from
clinical income generated by the Department. You are eligible to participate in the Radiology
Faculty Incentive Plan from your appointment date. Additional standard benefits such as retirement
and insurance can be discussed with Louise Luebcke, our Administrative Manager. The Department
will pay the premiums for your malpractice insurance through the University. You will be provided
office space and a personal computer for your use, as well as access to office secretarial support for
meeting arrangements, purchases, and manuscript editing. The department will also provide a
discretionary professional fund for your use to cover the cost of journals, society dues, out of town
meetings, and other administrative expenses. The amount of this fund is determined annually by the
Departmeril of Radiulojjy
IA7) University Hospital
M) N Medical Dr
Sail Uke City. Utah M\\i2-l\40
(HOI) $81-8699
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Department; the designated fund for an Assistant Professor for this academic year is $5,500. In
subsequent years, you will have the option of designating a portion of your incentive/bonus for your
professional expenses.
Enclosed is a "Criteria for Appointment, Promotion, and Retention (Clinical Track)" summary for
the Department of Radiology. Clinical Track appointments must be renewed annually. In addition,
the School of Medicine will conduct a retention review during your 3'dand 6th years, and every five
years thereafter. Dr. Gilfeather and myself will work with you toward meeting thecriteria for
reappointment and retention reviews. We expect that your RPT goals and time line will be
consistent with these standards.
Iwould appreciate your acknowledgement and acceptance of this offer at your earliest convenience
by returning a signed copy. Kristi Carlston will continue to assist you in processing your
appointment
We are extremely pleased to offer you this appointment, and anticipate you will have a most
successful academic career. Congratulations and best regards.
Sincerely,
Edwin A. Stevens, MD
Professor and Chairman
Department of Radiology
RicharcrJ. Sperry, MD,lPh|
Associate Vice PresidenrJoI Health
Offer Accepted:
^^W-^, f^*u^cJr~~cd£>(, - <?J
Nancy Macdonald, MD Date
ences
/ o Az/ /
x*>\
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ADDENDUM "D"
Policy 9-2 Rev 14
Date February 10,2003
Subject FACULTY REGULATIONS - Chapter II
UNIVERSITY FACULTY
SECTJON 1. MEMBERSHIP OF THE FACULTY
The university faculty shall consist of the president, vice presidents, deans, directors of libraries, professors
(including distinguished professors, presidential professors and university professors), associate professors,
assistant professors, instructors, librarians, associate librarians, assistant librarians, and auxiliary faculty. AH
shall have the full rights of faculty members except that persons holding auxiliary faculty positions
(research, clinical, lecturer, visiting) or emeritus appointments shall not have the right to vote and shall not
have tenure or the expectation of tenure.
SECTION 2. REGULAR FACULTY - TENURED AND TENURE-ELIGIBLE FACULTY
Appointees to the regular faculty shall commit full time to the scholarly (or creative), educational, and
service endeavors carried on under the auspices of the university. In light of the centrality of free inquiry
and free expression in the development and dissemination of knowledge, Ihey shall have tenure or be
eligible for tenure (except instructors). In light of the interrelationship of the development and dissemination
of knowledge, they shall bear the primary responsibility for carrying on the educational research, creative
and service missions of the university. The regular faculty shall include professors, associate professors,
assistant professors, instructors (who shall not have tenure) and the following categories of honored faculty:
Distinguished Professor, Presidential Professor, and University Professor.
A. Distinguished professor. The rank of distinguished professor is reserved for selected
individuals whose achievements exemplify the highest goals of scholarship as demonstrated by
recognit'on accorded to them from peers with national and international sta'ure, and whose
record includes evidence of a high dedication to teaching as demonstrated by recognition
accorded to them by students and/or colleagues. Distinguished professors will be subject to the
same standards and procedures relative to appointment, retention, and tenure which are
applicable to professors. For academic assignments and budgetary support, distinguished
professors will be accountable to the academic departments in which they are appointed.
A person should not be recommended to the distinguished professorship until that person is a
member of the faculty. Any exception to this policy must be considered by the distinguished
professors present on campus before the recommendation is made.
When a recommendation for appointment to the rank of distinguished professor reaches the
vice president for academic affairs, the vice president shall (a) request letters of
recommendation from at least six outstanding leaders in the candidate's discipline and (b)
appoint, with the advice of the incumbent distinguished professors, a special advisory
committee to assist the vice president in making a decision on the recommendation. At least
one member of this committee shall be knowledgeable in the candidate's academic discipline.
All members shall be recognized academicians without administrative assignments. Before
completing its review, the committee shall consult with the concerned academic department and
the college dean. Except in unusual situations, only one distinguished professor in the
university may be appointed in a single academic year.
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B. Presidential Professor. Individuals who are under consideration for appointment to the
university faculty may, under exceptional circumstances, be appointed by the president to the
rank of Presidential Professor. This rank is reserved for selected individuals whose
achievements exemplify the highest goals of scholarship as demonstrated by recognition
accorded to them from peers with national and international stature, and whose record includes
evidence of a high dedication to teaching. This will be determined by a special advisory
committee of distinguished professors established in accordance with Section 2.1. The duties
and obligations of a Presidential Professor will be the sameas those of a regular professor.
Academic and budgetary support of a Presidential Professor will be provided by the academic
department where the appointment is held.
C. University professor. Appointments to the rank of university professorcarry special
recognition of extraordinary skill in university teaching which crossesconventional boundaries,
emphasizes interdisciplinary relationships, and reflects a strong commitment to liberal
education. Individuals considered for appointment to the rank of university professor shall have
demonstrated exceptional ability in challenging and stimulating the intellectual curiosity of
undergraduate students. Nominations for appointment as univeisiiy professor may be initiated
from the faculty through the appropriate college council and from the students through the
ASUU. These nominations will be reviewed by the University Professorships Committee and
the vice president for academic affairs. Appointments to the rank of university professor are for
one year at a time. For teaching assignments and budgetary support, university professors will
be accountable to the vice president for academic affairs. Courses offered by university
professors will be identified and listed separately from regular departmental curricula.
Individuals with departmental appointments serving as universityprofessors will retain their
regular departmental appointments and will be eligible to participate in a normal manner in the
faculty retention and tenure activities of their respective departments.
D. Instructor. Appointments in the instructor rank within the regular faculty shall be for a
limited term, not to exceed three years, because they are intended for individuals who have not
quite achieved their terminal degree or board certification. An instructor may be promoted to
Assistant Professor by action of a letter to the Senior Vice President from the dean and
department chair verifying that the faculty member has completed the terms for such a
promotion specified in the initial letter of appointment and has received positive annual
retention reviews, as per PPM 9T5.1-C-1. An instructor may be terminated without formal
review for failing to complete the requirements for promotion to Assistant Professor in the
period of time specified in the initial letter of appointment. A department may institute a formal
review in any year if it wished to recommend termination of an instructor for failure to meet
performance standards for retention.
If an instructor is promoted to Assistant Professor the period served in the instructor term
appointment may, at the option of the faculty member, be excluded from the pre-tenure
probationary period. The letterto the Senior VicePresident shall indicate if the appointee is
exercising the option to count or not count the limited term appointment as part of his/her pre-
tenure probationary period.
If an individual is formally admitted to a degree program in the same college in which that
person holds a regular faculty appointment, the individual must resign from that regular faculty
appointment immediately, unless an exception to this requirement is granted in writing by the
president of the University.
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SECTION 3. LIBRARY FACULTY
Appointees to the library faculty shall commit full time to support ofthe university's teaching and research
program, professional growth and scholarly or creative activity, and service to the university and
community. They shall have continuing appointment or be eligible for continuing appointment. Library
faculty shall include academic librarians with the rank of librarian, associate librarian, and assistant
librarian.
SECTION 4. AUXILIARY FACULTY
Appointees to the auxiliary faculty shall be individuals who participate in the university's academic program
and make asubstantial contribution to the academic activities ofthe various colleges, but whose continuing
professional activities do not span the full range ofresponsibilities ofregular faculty members in the
appointing department or college. In light ofthe University's need to retain the flexibility to adjust its
programs to meet changing needs and to employ faculty with more specialized foci to that end, auxiliary
faculty may be appointed as research, clinical, lecturer (or lecturing), adjunct or visiting faculty members, as
further defined in the sections below. Auxiliary' faculty may hold the ranks ofprofessor, associate professor,
assistant professor, or instructor.
A. Responsibilities and Rights. Appointment to an auxiliary faculty position is without
significance for the achieving or holding oftenure. Auxiliary faculty shall not have the right to
vote on policies regarding appointment, retention, tenure or promotion or on individual
personnel decisions relating to appointment, retention, tenure or promotion, except as provided
below. However, long-term instructional auxiliary faculty should be accorded more substantia]
rights related to curricular matters and appointments within their areas ofprofessorial
responsibility. Colleges and departments may permit such auxiliary faculty to vote on
appointment and promotion decisions with respect to other auxiliary faculty in their respective
categories, and to advise on other appointments. Colleges and departments may accord long-
term instructional auxiliary faculty authority to vote on curricular and other policy matters
within their unique area(s) ofprofessional responsibility, and accord long-term auxi'iary
instructional faculty benefits or funding to enhance their professional development. Subject to
applicable University policies and to a determination by the individual colleges and
departments, auxiliary faculty (or any category and/or rank ofauxiliary faculty) may be
permitted to participate in the processes of setting department orcollege policy, or to engage in
other activities offaculty members outside their area ofbasis, auxiliary faculty may supervise
or serve on graduate student committees if departmental and graduate school policies permit.)
Appointees to these positions shall not be counted among the number of faculty members ofa
representation area for purposes of apportioning membership in the Academic Senate, shall not
be eligible for election to the Academic Senate, and shall not beeligible tovote for members of
the Academic Senate. However, appointees to these positions may serve as members of
appointed faculty committees. In these respects, auxiliary faculty members shall have the
privileges and responsibilities of faculty members.
B. Terms. Appointments to the auxiliary faculty are for limited terms only. All annual auxiliary
faculty appointments end automatically each June 30. Individuals in such positions may be
reappointed after departmental review, with no limitation on reappointment, except that visiting
faculty may only serve in that capacity for a total ofthree years. Appointments or
reappointments may also be made by means ofa written contract for a fixed term ofup to five
years, when there is reasonable assurance that specific funding to support such term
appointments will be available, asdetermined by the president. Each term appointment ends
automatically on June 30 in the final year of the specified term. Individuals in such positions
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may be reappointed at the conclusion of that fixed term for another fixed term of up to five
years after departmental review and with reasonable assurance of specific funding. Review of
all categories of auxiliary faculty (including annual review, review before reappointment, and
review in consideration of reappointment to a higher rank) should be appropriate in light of the
category, rank, and role of the faculty members.
After three years of continuous full-time service, an auxiliary instructional faculty member
should be given at least 3 months notice of non-renewal ofappointment, unless particular
contractual provisions otherwise govern.
C. Early Termination. Auxiliary faculty members' appointments may be terminated before the
conclusion of the limited term for the following reasons: i) for financial exigency, medical
reasons or program discontinuation, as provided for in Policy and Procedures. 8-7; ii) for
violation of the Faculty Code, as provided for in Policy and Procedure 8-12; iii) for the
auxiliary faculty member's failure to meet a term of the contract; or iv) if any condition
specified in the contract is not fulfilled.
D. Auxiliary Faculty-Categories. All auxiliary faculty provided for above must be appointed as
research, clinical, lecturer, adjunct or visiting faculty.
1) Research Faculty are individuals who participate in the university's academic
program, but whose primary professional efforts are devoted to one or more
research projects, or nonacademic training projects may be appointed to the ranks
of professor, associate professor, assistant professor, or instructor, provided the
additional title of "research" accompanies the designated rank. Appointments to
"research" positions are without significance for the achieving or holding of tenure.
Any proposed appointment to a research faculty rank shall be considered by the
department committee under the same rules which would apply to an appointment
to the corresponding regular faculty rank. Advancement within the research faculty
ranks shall be considered by the department committee under the same rules which
would apply to promotions in the corresponding regular faculty ranks, except that
advancement within the "research" ranks is to be based primarily on excellence in
performance in research. Appointees to these positions may serve as members of
appointed faculty committees and shall have the privileges and responsibilities of
faculty members, subject to a determination by the individual colleges and
departments of the degree to which they may participate in the processes of setting
department or college policy. However, they shall not have the right to vote on
matters relating to appointment, retention, tenure or promotion. Appointees to these
positions shall not be counted among the number of faculty members of a
representation area for purposes of apportioning membership in the Academic
Senate, shall not be eligible for election to the Academic Senate, and shall not be
eligible to vote for members of the Academic Senate. All annual research
appointments end automatically each June 30. Individuals in such positions may be
reappointed after appropriate review. Annual reappointment reviews will not be
required after a faculty member in a research rank has completed a probationary
period of seven years if initially appointed as a research assistant professor or five
years if initially appointed as a research associate professor or research professor.
After appointees to research positions have completed their probationary periods,
their annual reappointment may be handled at the department level by the
department chairpersons if the specified funding on which the positions are
dependent is available. Research appointments may also be made by means of a
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written contract for a fixed term of two to five years, when there is reasonable
assurance that specific funding to support such term appointments will be
available, as determined by the president. Each term research appointment ends
automatically on June 30 in the final year of the specified term. Individuals in such
positions may be reappointed afrer appropriate review.
2) Clinical Faculty are instructional faculty whose primary professional expertise is
in the practice context or whose primary professional responsibility is conducted in
a clinical, professional or practicum setting.
3) Lecturer or Lecturing Faculty are instructional faculty whose primary
professional efforts are devoted to teaching.
4) Adjunct Faculty are instructional, advisory or research faculty whose
professional activities do not span the full range of responsibilities of regular
faculty members in the appointing department or college because of their primary
professional efforts in another department or college or outside the University.
Accordingly, adjunct faculty ordinarily should not serve on a full-time basis.
5) Visiting Faculty participate in the university's academic program on an interim
basis and make a substantia] contribution to the appointing department or college
during that period in either the instructional and/or research realm. Individuals in
such positions may be reappointed up to a cumulative total of three years in
residence, but should not hold long-term appointments and are not entitled to
notice of non-rcappointment. Appointments to "visiting" positions are without
significance for the achieving or holding of tenure, unless the individual is
appointed to a regular faculty rank immediately upon completion of service in the
visiting rank. Then the period served in the visiting rank may be counted as part of
the pretenure probationary period. Whether the period in the visiting rank will be
so counted must be agreed upon in writing at the time of the appointment to the
regular faculty rank.
SECTION 5. UNIFORM USE OF CATEGORJES AND REPORTS OF INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES
A. It is crucial to the permanent well-being of the University that tenured and tenure-track
faculty continue to shoulder the primary responsibility for design of the curriculum and for
instruction at all levels of university education.
1. The administration shall report annually to the Academic Senate on the faculty
make-up by category.
2. An assessment will be made annually by the Academic Senate of the effects of
faculty composition on this central principle.
B. Accordingly, each department, college and program must appoint faculty to the categories
specified above as current contracts expire. Each department or college may elect between the
two instructional categories of "clinical" and "lecturer" faculty or may use both instructional
categories in light of its particular mission(s) and instructional approach(es).
SECTION 5. AUTHORITY OF THE FACULTY
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The authority of the faculty and of the Academic Senate is based on state law, the regulations of the State
Board ofRegents, and regulations promulgated by the university president and approved by the Board of
Trustees. Whatever in this document is in conflict with these is of no effect. Utah Code Ann 53B-1-101 et
seq.(1994).
The university faculty shall have power subject to the authority of the State Board ofRegents, and the
university president and Board ofTrustees to legislate on matters of educational policy, to enact such rules
and regulations as it may deem desirable to promote orenforce such policies, and to decide upon curricula
and new courses ofstudy involving relations between schools and colleges. The faculty will normally
exercise this power through its representative, theAcademic Senate. The faculty shall, however, have the
appellate power to review all actions affecting educational policy, including legislation enacted by the
Academic Senate, whenever an appeal is made from the Senate to the faculty as hereinafter provided.
The faculty has a right to a meaningful role in the governance of the university, including primary
responsibility for course content and materials, degree requirements and curriculum; it has a right to
participate in decisions relating to the general academic operations of the university, including budget
decisions and administrative appointments.
In all matters, except those granted to the Academic Senate, the faculty shall have original jurisdiction.
Whenever the faculty is acting within its province as here designated, its actions shall be effective without
approval unless they involve an increase in the expense of instruction or administration. Whenever such an
increase is involved, whether by action of the university faculty, the Academic Senate, ora school orcollege
faculty, the university president shall report the action to the Board of Trustees with the university
president's recommendations. (See Umversity Regulations, Ch. V., Sec. 1.)
SECTION 6. OFFICERS OF THE FACULTY
The president of the university is the chairperson of the faculty. In the university president's absence, the
vice president for academic affairs shall preside. Thefaculty shall have a secretary, who need not be a
member of the faculty, appointed by the president at the beginning of each autumn semester for the
academic year. The secretary shall be an ex officio member of theAcademic Senate. The secretary shall
record all action of the faculty and the Academic Senate and preserve all records in a form convenient for
reference.
SECTION 7. MEETINGS
Regular quarterly meetings may be held at a time decided upon by the faculty. Special meetings of the
faculty may be held at any time and may be called by the university president or the Academic Senate.
Special meetings for the consideration of specified agenda shall also be called bytheumversity president on
the written petition of at least five percent of the voting faculty. The vice president for academic affairs shall
announce the number of total voting faculty at the beginning ofeach academic year. To insure a wide
distribution of faculty sentiment, not more than one- halfof thesignatures presented on such a petition shall
be counted from any collegeor school. No action pertaining to any department shall be considered at a
special meeting unless the chairperson of the department has been duly notified.
Any number over ten percent of the voting faculty shall constitute a forum for discussion, but no vote shall
be binding with less than fiffy percent of the voting faculty in attendance.
Nonfaculty members of the Academic Senate shall have the right to attend all meetings of the faculty. On
the invitation of theuniversity president, persons holding teaching and research positions not defined in
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Section 2 of this chapter as members of the faculty may attend meetings of the faculty and may participate
in the discussion of any or all questions. Nonmembers of the voting faculty, as this is described in Section 1
of the chapter, may neither vote nor introduce formal motions in faculty meetings.
Every member of the faculty shall have free and equal voice in its deliberations. Should the faculty be
equally divided on any question, the university president shall have one vote in addition to one vote as a
member of the faculty.
The agenda for special as well as general faculty meetings shall be announced to faculty members and all
others authorized to attend or invited to the meeting at least one week in advance of the meeting. In case of
emergency the university president may waive this time restriction.
SECTION 8. ORDER OF BUSINESS
Roll call, when requested by the university president
Announcements and communications
Reports from the officers of administration, school and college councils, and committees
Unfinished business
New business
Adjournment
SECTION 9. COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY
A. Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(1) The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (1ACUC) is federally
mandated to monitor the care, treatment, housing, and use of animals in University
laboratory and research programs to assure that animals are treated humanely and
in accordance with the Animal Welfare Act of 1966, as amended (7 USC 2131 et.
seq.), Department of Agriculture Animal Welfare Regulations, 9 CFR 2, and all
other applicable Federal, State, and local laws and regulations.
(2) The IACUC consists of at least six faculty and one citizenmember. At leastone
faculty member shall be a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine,with experience or
training in laboratory animal science and medicine, who has direct or delegated
program responsibility for activities involving animals at the University. The
citizen member shall not be affiliated in any way with the University, other than as
a member of the IACUC, and shall not be a member of the immediate family of a
person who is affiliated with the University. It is intended that the citizen member
will represent general community interests in theproper careand treatment of
animals. Not more than three members shall be from the same administrative unit
of the University. Members shall be appointed for three-year terms by the
University President, upon nomination by the Personnel and Elections Committee,
with one-third of the membership changing each year. The chair of the IACUC
shall be designated by the University President, upon recommendation by the
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Personnel and Elections Committee. The IACUC' reports to the Vice President for
Research.
(3) The IACUC shall:
(a) Review and approve, require modifications in (to secure approval),
or withhold approval of proposed research and teaching activities
involving the care and use of animals to insure that the proposed
activities are conducted in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations;
(b) Review and approve, require modifications in (to secure approval),
or withhold approval of proposed significant changes involving the
care and use of animals in ongoing activities to insure that the
proposed changes are in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations;
(c) At lease once every ma months, review the University's program(s)
for humane care and use of animals;
(d) At least every six months, inspect all University animal facilities;
(e) Submit reports of its evaluations of the University's programs and
animal facilities to the Vice President for Research;
(I) Participate in the University's submission of an annual Animal
Welfare Assurance to the Office for Protection from Research Risks,
National Institutes of Health;
(g) Review and, if warranted, investigate concerns involving the care
and use of animals at the University resulting from public complaints
or from reports of noncompliance received from laboratory or other
University personnel;
(h) Make recommendations to the Vice President for Research
regarding any aspect of the University's animal programs, facilities, or
personnel training;
(i) Suspend or terminate approval of activities that are not being
conducted in accordance with the lACUC's requirements or that has
been associated with unexpected pain or discomfort to the animals.
(4) No IACUC member may participate in the lACUC's initial or continuing
review of any project in which the member has a conflict of interest, except to
provide information requested by the IACUC.
B. Institutional Review Board for Research with Human Subjects (General University)
(1) The Institutional Review Board for Research with Human Subjects (IRB)
(General University) is federally mandated to monitor research involving humans
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as subjects in accordance with the Department of Health and Human Services,
Protection of Human Subjects Regulations, 45 CFR 46, and other applicable
Federal, State, and local laws and regulations.
(2) The IRB (General University) consists of at least six faculty and two citizen
members who are sufficiently qualified to execute the IRBs charge based on
experience, expertise, and diversity. The IRB shall consist of members from more
than one profession. The IRB shall include at least one member who is a
nonscientist and at least one citizen member who is not affiliated with the
University, other than as a member of the IRB, and who is not a member of the
immediate family of a person who is affiliated with the University. Members shall
be appointed for three-year terms by the University President, upon nomination by
the Personnel and Elections Committee, with one-third of the membership
changing each year. The chair of the IRB shall be designated by the University
President, upon recommendation by the Personnel and Elections Committee. The
IRB reports to the Vice President for Research.
(3) The IRB (General University) shall:
(a) Review and approve, require modifications in (to secure approval),
or withhold approval of proposed research activities involving the use
of human subjects in projects outside the health sciences to insure that
the proposed activities are conducted in accordance with applicable
laws and regulations, that the rights of the subjects are protected, that
adequate and informed consent is obtained, that confidentiality is
maintained, and that potential benefits of the research are
commensurate with the possible physical, psychological, social, and/or
legal risks involved;
(b) Conduct continuing review of research involving human subjects at
least once every year, and shall have authority to observe or have a
third party observe the consent process and the research;
(c) Suspend or terminate approval of research that is not being
conducted in accordance with the IRB's requirements or that has been
associated with unexpected serious harm to subjects;
(d) Review and, if warranted, investigate concerns involving the use of
human subjects at the University resulting from public complaints or
from reports of noncompliance received from laboratory or other
University personnel;
(e) Consult with the University administration as necessary regarding
the Multiple Project Assurance of Compliance, required by the Office
for Protection from Research Risks, National Institutes of Health.
(4) No IRB member may participate in the IRB's initial or continuing review of any
project in which the member has a conflict of interest, except to provide
information requested by the IRB.
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C. Institutional Review Board for Research with Human Subjects (Health Sciences)
(1) The Institutional Review Board for Research with Human Subjects (IRB)
(Health Sciences) is federally mandated to monitor research involving humans as
subjects in accordance with the Department of Health and Human Services,
Protection of Human Subjects Regulations, 45 CFR 46, and other applicable
Federal, State, and local laws and regulations.
(2) The IRB (Health Sciences) consists of at least six faculty and two citizen
members who are sufficiently qualified to execute the IRBs charge based on
expcnence, expertise, and diversity. The IRB shall consist of members from more
than one profession. The IRB shall include at least one member who is a non-
scientist and at least one citizen member who is not affiliated with the University,
other than as a member of the IRB, and who is not a member of the immediate
family of a person who is affiliated with the Umversity. In addition, one citizen
member recommended by the Utah State Board of Corrections shall serve as a
prisoner advocate. Members shall be appointed for three-year terms by the
University President, upon nomination by the Personnel and Elections Committee,
with one-third of the membership changing each year. The chair of the IRB shall
be designated by the University President, upon recommendation by the Personnel
and Elections Committee. The IRB reports to the Vice President for Research.
(3) The IRB (Health Sciences) shall:
(a) Review and approve, require modifications in (to secure approval),
or withhold approval of proposed use of human subjects in projects in
the health sciences to insure that the proposed activities are conducted
in accordance with applicable laws and regulations, that the rights of
the subjects are protected, that adequate and informed consent is
obtained, that confidentiality is maintained, and that potential benefits
of the research are commensurate with the possible physical,
psychological, social and/or legal risks involved;
(b) Conduct continuing review of research involving human subjects at
least once every year, and shall have authority to observe or have third
party observe the consent process and the research;
(c) Suspend or terminate approval of research that is not being
conducted in accordance with the IRB's requirements or that has been
associated with unexpected serious harm to subjects;
(d) Review and, if warranted, investigate concerns involving the use of
human subjects at the University resulting from public complaints or
from reportsof noncompliance received from laboratory or other
University personnel;
(e) Consult with the University administration as necessary regarding
the Multiple Project Assurance of Compliance, required by the Office
for Protection from Research Risks, National Institutes of Health.
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(4) No IRB member may participate in the IRB's initial orcontinuing review of any
project in which the member has a conflict of interest, except to provide
information requested by the IRB.
D. Other Committees
The university president shall appoint, before the opening of the academic year, upon
nomination by the
Personnel and Elections Committee, such other standing committees as the work of the
university may require.
Special committees may be appointed at any lime by the faculty or the university president. The
university piesidenl shall be an ex officio member ofall committees ofthe faculty and of the
Academic Senate.
Facultv committees, other than senate committees, must report to the faculty theprogress of
their work and any action taken and shall act only within the limitations placed upon them.
SECTION 10. FACULTY CLUB
There shall be a Faculty Club on the University ofUtah campus, to be governed by aconstitution adopted
by its membership and approved by the Academic Senate and the Board ofTrustees. Amendments to the
Faculty Club Constitution shall also require the approval ofthe Academic Senate and the Board ofTrustees.
Approved: Academic Senate 2/03/03; Board ofTrustees 2TO/03
Rev 13
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Review Sequence
Third-Year Retention Review (Tenure and Full-Time Clinical tracks
Thorough departmental review with feedback to candidate. The review should have afaculty
development focus (i.e., should focus on what is required for future success.) The faculty
member and department chair should determine which track is appropriate for faculty members.
Departments are charged with submitting areview plan for approval to the Dean.
All files will be submitted to the Dean. The SOM RPT Committee will review files with
recommendation for termination
Fifth-Year Retention Review (Tenure Track - hired as Instructor or Assistant Professor
The fifth-year is the default year for the second required retention review. If the candidate and
department chair wish to substitute asixth-year review for the fifth-year retention review, department
must notify the Faculty Administration Office in writing by September 1. This is a critical pre-tenure
review and should be so focused.
Retention files will not be submitted to the SOM RPT Committee unless there is arecommendation for
termination or ifthe department/faculty member asks for areview from this committee.
Full-Time Clinical Track Reviews -i.cn-
In addition to the third-year retention, departments may elect to review faculty members in the mil-time
clinical track at year five or year six. The sixth-year will be the default year for review. Retention reviews
do not require SOM RPT Committee review. Retention review files are sent directly to the Dean.
Following the third and sixth year retention review, each clinical track faculty members wffl be formally
reviewed every five years using Clinical Faculty Review (CFR) procedures. Clinical Track appointments
are reviewed by the department onan annual basis.
Fifth or Seventh-Year Mandatory Tenure ReviewFaculty hired as Instructor or Assistant Professor will be up for award of tenure in their seventh-year.
Faculty hired as an Associate Professor or Professor will be up for award of tenure in their fifth-year.
Promotion to Associate Professor and the award of tenure are coupled actions. If afaculty member has
met the qualifications for tenure, they may be considered for promotion and tenure in asixth-year review.
The RPT File
Master Summary Document (MSD) _The Department RPT Department Advisory Committee (DAQ Chair will be responsible for preparing a
Master Summary Document (MSD) for each faculty candidate. The MSD will summarize the faculty
member's background, teaching, administration, clinical, and scholarship accomplishments, and Student
Advisory Committee (SAQ evaluation. The MSD removes the need for duplication of this information in
the remainder of the file.
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DAC Meeting Minutes
The DAC should undertake athorough discussion of the faculty member and should prepare minutes that
justify the vote ofthe DAC and SAC.
Department Chair's Recommendation
The letter from the department chair is critical It should not repeat the material contained in the MSD.
The chair should address any concerns that were raised by the DAC and critically assess the faculty
member to justify her/his vote.
Departments should make one hard copy of the RPT file for their records (if they wish) and send the
original and one file copy to the Faculty Administration Office, If the file is to be reviewed by the SOM
RPT Committee, the department will scan the faculty member's file and send it in "pdf' format to the
Faculty Administration Office. The Faculty Administration Office will place the material on asecure web
site for the SOM RPT Committee.
Additional information and documentation may be added to the faculty file as needed at the different
levels of review without the file going back to the DAC. The candidate must be notified and agree before
materials can be added to the file.
2004-05
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University of Utah
School of Medicine
RPT Review Schedule
Tenure Track Faculty Hired as Instructor or Assistant Professor
Hire Year
1999 2000 2001 2002
99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
00/01 01/02 02/03 03/04
Thud Year Retention 01/02 02/03
03/04 04/05
02/03 03/04 04/05 05/06
Fifth Year Retention 03/04 04/05
05/06 06/07
04/05 05/06 06/07 07/08
Tenure Seventh Year 05/06 06/07
07/08 08/09
Tenure
Track Faculty Hired as Associate Professor orProfessor
Hire Year
1999 2000 2001 2002
99/00 00/01 01/02 02/03
00/01 01/02 02/03 03/04
Third Year Retention 01/02 02/03
03/04 04/05
02/03 03/04 04/05 05/06
Tenure Fifth Year 03/04
04/05 05/06 06/07
Clinical Track Faculty Hired as Instructor or Assistant Professor
Hire Year
1999
99/00
2000
00/01
2001
01/02
2002
02/03
00/01 01/02 02/03 03/04
Third Year Retention 01/02
02/03
02/03
03/04
03/04
04/05
04/05
05/06
03/04 04/05 05/06 06/07
Sixth Year Retention 04/05
05/06 06/07 07/06
Clinical T~u Faulty Hired as Associate Professor or Professor
Hire Year
1999
99/00
2000
00/01
2001
01/02
2002
02/03
00/01 01/02 02/03 03/04
Third Year Retention 01/02
02/03
02/03
03/04
03/04
04/05
04/05
05/06
Fifth Year Retention 03/04
04/05 05/06 06/07
2003
03/04
04/05
05/06
06/07
07/08
06/09
09/10
2003
03/04
04/05
05/06
06/07
07/08
2003
03/04
04/05
05/06
06/07
07/08
08/09
2003
03/04
04/05
05/06
06/07
07/08
2004
04/05
05/06
06/07
07/08
08/09
09/10
10/tl
2004
04/05
05/06
06/07
07/08
08/09
2004
04/05
05/06
06/07
07/08
08/09
09/10
2004
04/05
05/06
06/07
07/08
08/09
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Responsibilities of the Department
1. Hold a departmental faculty meeting.
a. Review with the faculty, departmental and school policies and procedures regarding the RPT process.
Each department must develop a method of evaluating faculty members scheduled for third-year
retention. Departments may wish to invest in a common 360-degree instrument for the third-year
retention reviews. Please send a copy of your departmental procedures and criteria for third-year
retentions as well as departmental RPT procedures for sixth-year retention, promotion, and required
tenure reviews to the Faculty Administration Office by July 17, If you use the School of Medicine
criteria, please send a letter stating this to theFaculty Administration Office byJury 17.
2. Announce -which faculty members are required by RPT guidelines to be reviewed Tenure Track faculty
scheduled for a required review must declare under which path (Scientist Scholar or Clinician Scholar) of the
tenure track they wish to be evaluated. Notify all department faculty wishing to be considered forpromotion,
to schedule a meeting with their division chief, departmental chair or Departmental Advisory Committee
(DAQ chair as soon as possible to review their status. Promodon to Associate Professor and the award of
tenure are coupled actions. Promotion to Associate Professor will not be considered without the award of
tenure.
3. Elect a rriair of the Departmental Advisory Committee (DAQ whose responsibility it is to oversee trie
process and to prepare the files for each candidate. The departmental chair cannot bechair ofthe DAC.
a. The faculty may choose to appoint an ad hoc committee(s) to prepare the RPT files. Ad hoc
members, who may include or consist of the DAC chair, also may contain members from
outside the department if desired. The membership must be on record.
b. The DAC chair or the ad hoc committee is responsible forpreparing the files by garnering data
pertinent to the candidate's qualifications as described below. Trie DAC chair will prepare a
specific recommendation to the DAC regarding the merits of each proposed action. The
recommendation may be included in the file, however, does not replace the DAC minutes.
The Ad Hoc Committee does not have an official vote.
4. Letters of evaluation from authorities in the candidate's professional or scientific field must be solicited
Letters should be from tenured faculty members at the rank ofAssociate Professor orProfessor. Additional
letters may be necessary to establish the national stature of the individual Letters must be solicited from
combination ofindependent lists provided by faculty member and DAC chair. Letters should notcome from
previous mentors or collaborators. See "letters ofevaluation," for more information.
5. A recommendation and evaluation of the candidate must be sought from the Student Advisory Committee
(SAQ.
6. Each candidate must submit a current curriculum vitae and bibliography in the School of Medicine format,
and is strongly urged to submit a self-assessment letter. Faculty should clearfy delineate collaborative research
efforts intheir self-assessment letter. See attached required CV and bibliography format
2O04-O5
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7. Add all other required material to files. Refer to the appropriate track and action "Checklist for RPT
Actions"
AH files are to be delivered to the Faculty Administration Office. 1C047. before November 29, 2004 fry
4:00 p.m.
Responsibilities of the Departmental Advisory Committee Chair
1. The departmental chair or the DAC chair will meet with each faculty member being considered for
retention, promotion, or tenure at least three weeks prior to the DAC meeting to discuss the following:
a. Review the RPT procedures and policies with each candidate and explain that it is the
responsibility of the faculty member to provide accurate and up-to-date information for the
RPT process.
b. The candidate is strongly encouraged to provide astatement (self-assessment letter) for the file
detailing his/her responsibilities within the department and the schooL This should include
clinical and teaching responsibilities, research/scholarly interests, grant funding, and current
researchin progress.
1) Highlight significant achievements and identify what they consider to be their most
important work and note the significance of their contribution to multi-authored
papers.
2) Faculty engaged in collaborative research efforts should delineate their
contributions in their self-assessment letter
c Faculty undergoing third-year review within the tenure track must declare either the Scientist
Scholar or Clinician Scholarpath.
Faculty members are required to sign aletter to warve or retain their right to see letters of evaluation solicited
for the RPT process. Discuss the principles behind the use of the waiver letter. This letter must be signed by
the faculty member and awitoess and placed in the file. See Waiver/Non-Waiver. The faculty member must
provide alist of names and addresses of individuals who can evaluate their scientific or scholarly activities (refer
to "Letters ofEvaluation," for the required letters for each review.) Tne DAC will choose some names from
the list provided by the candidate but will not contact all names recommended by the candidate. Hie
departmental chair, the DAC or the ad hoc committee, also must prepare an independent list of reviewers.
Letters will be solicited from both lists. See "Reviewers Name and Address Sheet THE CANDIDATE
MUST NOT PROVIDE ALL THE NAMES NOR SHOULD S/HE CONTACT THE
REVIEWERS.
Results from prior review(s) may be included in candidates file. Tnis includes: SAC minutes, DAC minutes,
chair letter, SOM RPT minutes, SOM ad hoc minutes, Dean's letter, Vice President's letter, UPTAC minutes (if
applicable), President's letter and candidates response letters) (if applicable.)
a. The DAC chair will be responsible for preparation of the Master Summary Document (MSD), which
will include information in the following areas: background, teaching, administration, clinical (if
applicable), scholarly activity, peer letters, and SAC minutes. This document will serve as the basis of
discussion for the departmental ad hoc committee(s), DAC, and the SOM RPT Committee.
10
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Responsibilities of the Student Advisory Committee (SAC)
1 This committee should be made up of at least five stadents (medical students, housestaff and/or
taduate students) who can evaluate the teaching effort of the faculty member within the department (example:
^Tofteaching is directed toward housed and 20% toward medical students, the committee should
be comprised of 80% housestaff and 20% medical students.)
If you have student committees such as an honor student committee, their evaluations may be added to
the file, in addition to the official SAC minutes.
9 Alist of faculty being reviewed, their cumculum vitas, self-evaluation letters, and student evaluations
must be given to the SAc\t least three weeks pnor to the DAC meeting so they ^*gj%
^LJLon. Student evaluations of faculty are kept in the department chair's office. THESACJM2ES
yDT SEE LETTFKS OF EVALUATION.
1 The SAC must seek out information from fellow students regarding each faculty member's teaching
a X 14nTk Le. carries out teaching assignments well such as lectures, makes rounds, conductsTonf^ S. s^denTeslch, etc. ^C rubers may contact candidate for namesof student:; whom
thtryTontct to help in the review. Departments should provide documentation of teaching <"*£«-«t^men^ers Th* SAC recommendation and vote should represent their constituency rather thanfl ^™ttee member's opinions. The minutes should state where the committee got the information
^Sre^edT^mm'endanor, Hearsay is .appropriate in these deliberations. DocumenraU^
^S t »Zresponsibility of the SAC members to gather information rather than abstam for lack of
contact with thefaculty member.
4 The SAC must meet and discuss and vote on each faculty action. Hie minutes of the SACw^ng must
committee. Atipm*£ °t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^ qc ^^
THIS MEETING.
11 20044)5
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Schedule an Official Departmental Advisory Committee Meeting (DAC.)
1. Notify all candidates at least three weeks prior to the meeting. All files must be complete before the
meeting. No additional actions can be considered without soliciting new letters ofevaluation and having a
secondSAC and DAC meeting.
2. A separate set of minutes reflecting the discussion for each candidate must be taken. DAC minutes will report
the discussion that takes place regarding the information in the Master Summary Document (MSD) and an
explanation of the vote. The committee must discuss and vote separately on each action being proposed for an
individual faculty member, such as retention and promotion and tenure. It is very important that the minutes
provide substantial information. Short minutes that say nothing are useless and harmful to the faculty
member,
3. School of Medicine policy regarding voting procedures at theDACmeeting.
a. A 2/3 quorum of eligible tenure.track faculty must be present at ypur DAC meetings and
absentee ballots must be solicited before the meeting. Absentee ballots may not count towards the
2/3 quorum, Note that "eligible voters" refers to tenure track faculty only. You must list the number
of eligible voters for each action. Refer to Voting Procedures. Donot include faculty members -who
are onsabbatical or official University leave ofabsence and do not count the chair or the candidate in
determining that number. Include an alphabetical list of the faculty (sorted by rank) in your
department with the names of those present clearly marked.
b. The School of Medicine allows full-time clinical and research faculty to participate and vote in these
meetings. Clinical and research faculty do not count towards the 2/3 required quorum. As part of
the required documentation of the School of Medicine, the clinical and research vote must be
reviewed and considered in later deliberations. In order to comply with University guidelines, the
vote by the tenure track faculty must be recorded on the RPT form under 'Tenure Track Vote," and
the full-time clinical and research faculty vote is recorded on the RPT form as "Clinical and Research
Vote." The departmental chair and/or the faculty should initiate a procedure to be used by the
department to facilitate the participation and vote by faculty members and create away to provide a
separate vote. Their vote must still correspond to the rank ofthe candidate.
4. The minutes must list all eligible faculty present and be signed by the DAC chair and the secretary. The
minutes should be labeled "Departmental Advisory Committee Minutes." The minutes of the meeting
must be made available for inspection by all committee members for not less than two days or more than
five days. Acopy of the DAC minutes must be sent to the candidate along with the departmental chair's
recommendation giving the candidate seven days to add awritten response. See University Policy and
Procedures 9-5.1 D.3- located online at hrrp://w^v\v.admin.utah.edu/ppmanud/9/9-5-l.html
5. The departmental chair may attend and participate in this meeting after 2/3 majority approval from the DAC.
The departmental chair cannot be chair of the DAC and cannot vote in this committee. Ifthe DAC wishes,
they can vote to go into executive session and exclude all non-voting members. See Policy and Procedures 9-
5.1, Section 2,B.5. limitations.
12
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Departmental Chair's Recommendation
Department chairs are avital component ofthe evaluation process and should carefully weigh the strengths and
weaknesses of the candidate. The letter may rely heavily on the Master Surnmary Document with no need to
reiterate information already summarized in the file. The letter should becogent and brie£ Itis important to
address the problem areas so that they can be reviewed in perspective. In the case of reviews in a
secondary department, the chair should carefully explain the function ofthe faculty member in the department
so that it will be clearly understood why this appointment is needed The department will send a copy ofthe
departmental chair's letter to the faculty member undergoing review along with a copy ofthe minutes ofthe
DAC and the Master Summary Document A cover letter or brief statement must be added to inform the
faculty member of her/his right to respond to these recommendations.
Responsibility of the Faculty Member
The faculty member should provide a brief statement (self-assessment letter) describing their responsibilities
within the department and the school. Tnis should include clinical and teaching responsibilities,
research/scholarly interests, grant funding, and delineation ofcollaborative research efforts. Faculty should
include items that they consider to be their most significant achievements in teaching, aclministration, research
(list top 2-3 papers,) and/or clinical work, and identify their contribution to multi-authored papers.
Tenure track faculty undergoing third-year retention should address the appropriateness of the track
and path (scientist scholar orclinician scholar) in the self-assessment letter.
2. Provide current curriculum vitae and bibliography in the required SOM format
3. List of peers to solicit letters of evaluation:
Letters should be from tenured faculty members at the rank of Associate Professor or Professor.
Additional letters may be necessary to establish the national stature ofthe indfviduaL Letters should not
come from previous mentors or collaborators. Please refer to the appropriate track and action checklist to
verify number of required letters.
Third-Year Retention - Tenure track and clinical track faculty.
This review will primarily focus on faculty development The primary review will be from peers and
students.
Fifth or Sixth Year Retention Reviews
This review will primarily focus on faculty development and will be used as acritical pre-tenure review
for tenure trackfaculty.
Mandatory Tenure (Tifth or Seventh Yeari Reviews
This review will provide sufficient documentation from outside the University to show that the faculty
member is independent and has made a national impact,
4. The candidate must sign aletter, waiving or retaining the rigjit to see letters of evaluation (see "Faculty
Option Regarding Outside Letters," This document must be signed by.a witness and placed in the RPT fik
prior tosoliciting any letters ofevaluation.
5. The faculty member has the right but not the obligation to respond to all recommendations that are
made. Policy and Procedures 9-5.1 D.3. http:/ /www.flrirriin.utah.edu/pprmniial/9/9-5-1 .html
13
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'The candidate shall have the opportunity at this time, but not the obligation, to
add a written statement to her/his formal review file in response to the summary
report of the Departmental Faculty Advisory Committee and/orthe evaluation of the
departmental chairperson. Written notice of this option shall be included with the
copy of the chairperson's evaluation, which is sent to the candidate. If the
candidate chooses to add such a statement to the file, that statement must be
submitted to the departmental chairperson within seven days, except in
extenuating circumstances, of the date uponwhich the chairperson's evaluation is
delivered to the candidate. If the candidate submits a written statement to the
departmental chairperson within this time limit, the candidate's statement shall be
added to the review file without comment by the chairperson."
6. Promotion Requirements
The usual time in rank is five years, (le., at completion ofthe fifth year,) however, the faculty member
must show the same degree ofaccomplishment between each promotion. More weight will be given
to accomplishment than to timein rank.
Promotion or an early tenure recommendation can bewithdrawn at any time with a written statement
from the candidate.
Only under extraordinary circumstances can faculty switch out ofthe tenure track after the third-year
review.
7. Web-Based File Process
The department should make one hard copy of the RPT file for their records (if they wish) and send
the original and one copy of the completed RPT file to the Faculty Administration Office. Ifthe file is
to be reviewed by the SOM RPT Committee, the department will scan the file and send electronically
in "pdf' format to the Faculty Administration Office. Faculty Aclministration will place the RPT file
on a secure web site for the SOM RPT Committee.
8. Additional information and documentation
Additional information may be added to a faculty file as needed at the different levels of review
without the file going back to the DAC. The candidate must be notified and agree before additional
materials are added to the RPT file.
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TENURE TRACK ACTIONS:
Third Year Retention;
2 letters internal to department
2 letters external to department
Fifth-Year Retention:
2 letters from outside the institution
2 letters from within the institution (not including the chair and division chief letters)
Mandatory tenure reviews
Must include three letters from inside the institution (not counting the chair or chiefletters) and three
letters from outside of theinstitution. Moreletters may be necessary to establish the national statureof
the individual Letters should be from Associate Professors or Professors and should not come from
previous mentors or collaborators.
Promotion
3 inside letters (not counting chair and division chief letters)
3 letters from outside the institution
FULL-TIME CLINICAL TRACK ACTIONS:
Third Year Retention:
2 letters internal to department
2 letters external to department
Sixth-Year Retention:
2 letters from inside the department
2 letters from outside the department
Promotion:
3 letters from inside the department
31etters from outside the department
All letters received must be placed in the file prior to the DAC meeting.
The Departmental Advisory Committee (DAQ requests letters of evaluation from reviewers
recommended by the candidate and from an independent list recommended by the departmental chair,
DAC chair, and the ad hoc committee. Do not solicit all letters from those recommended bv the
candidate. Letters should be from tenured faculty members at the rank of Associate Professor or
Professor. Additional letters maybe necessary to establish the national stature of the individual Tetters
should not come from previous mentors or collaborators.
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Evaluations should refer to the following areas where applicable:
1. National recognition:
2. Research and its quality:
3. Clinical expertise
6. Are there specific contributions, which have significantly enhanced her^is reputation?
All actions must be decided before rh«- W*r» ~f i •
^ P-mooon, or t_eacTl^£2X£^^^ «~ =***» ^
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Retention & Appointment
In each department all tenured faculty members of equal or higher rank and all non-tenured
faculty members of higher rank than that held by the candidate for retention are eligible to
participate in the consideration ofand to vote on recommendations in individual cases on matters
of retention.
Promotion
In each department all tenure track faculty members of equal or higher rank than that proposed
for the candidate for promotion are eligible to participate in the consideration of and to vote on
recommendations in individual cases on matters of promotion.
Award of Tenure
In each department all tenured faculty members of equal or higher rank and all non-tenured
faculty members of higher rank than that proposed for the candidate for tenure are eligible to
participate in the consideration ofand to vote on recommendations in individual cases on matters
of tenure.
NOTE: The departmental chair may attend and participate in this meeting if the committee
members approve by a 2/3-majority vote. The departmental chair cannot be chair of the DAC,
cannot count towards a quorum, and cannot vote in this committee. If the DAC wishes, they can
vote to go into executive session and exclude all non-voting members. See Policy and Procedures
9-5.1, Section 2.B.5. Limitations.
A2/3 quorum oftenure track faculty must be present at the DAC meetings and absentee ballots
must be solicited before the meeting. List the number of eligible voters for each action. Do not
include faculty members who are on sabbatical or official University leave ofabsence and do not
count the chair in determining that number. Include an alphabetical list of the faculty (sorted by
rank) in the department with the names ofthose present clearly marked.
Note that "eligible voters" refers to tenure track facidty only. Tenured faculty include all tenure track
Associate Professors and Professors who have been granted the award of tenure. Non-Tenured faculty
includes all tenure track faculty who are on track to receive tenure but have not been granted the award of
tenure. The full-time clinical and research faculty vote must be recorded as aseparate vote under "Clinical and
Research Vote" on the RPT form.
17
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PREAMBLE
The School ofMedicine recognizes that faculty members are its most important asset The quality ofteaching,
clinical care, and scholarship depend upon their contributions. Appointment, promotion, retention, and tenure
guidelines are established to assure that the School of Medicine appropriately recognizes the contributions
made by individual members of the faculty. The following points clarify the School ofMedicine guidelines.
All faculty members except those on the research track are expected to teach and bear some of the
administrative burden in the School of Medicine. Some faculty positions are eligible for tenure and some are
not Only one tenure track exists. Faculty members in the tenure track are described by University regulations
as "Regular Faculty." The School of Medicine recognizes two types of tenure track faculty positions that can be
differentiated by the amount of time and effort devoted to the clinical mission. The two types of tenure
generating positions are called "scientist-scholars" and "clinician-scholars." Trie non-tenure generating faculty
positions are designated "clinical" and "research" and 'lecturer" and are encompassed by the term "Auxiliary
Faculty" in University regulations. Aschematic of the time and effort spent on the missions of the School of
Medicine by the different types offaculty members is:
Teaching A dministration Clinical Scholarship
Research No No 0 ++++
Scientist-scholars Yes Yes 0to + +++ to
++++
Clinician-scholars Yes Yes ++ ++
Clinical Yes Yes +++ + .
(the mm +'stbe mm important the volume and impact is expected in the mission categny)
The School of Medicine RPT Committee will consider the relative time and effort spent on the scholarship
mission of the School when evaluating the scholarly attainment of an individuaL Tnis consideration will involve
the volume of scholarship produced, the impact of the scholarship produced and the type of scholarship
produced. Tlie scientist-scholars are expected to produce agreater volume of scholarship, agreater impact of
scholarship and amore tightly denned type of scholarship than the clinician-scholar and the full-time clinical
track faculty member. The clinician-scholar is similarly expected to produce agreater volume of scholarstup, a
greater impact of scholarship, and amore tightly defined type of scholarship than the clinical faculty member.
Recognizing that it is not optimal to force all faculty members to fit into arigid box, the guidelines are written
to allow for flexibility. All attainments listed in the guidelines are qualified by the word "should." Tne use of
this word is deliberate. The individual faculty member is expected to reach all of the attainments listed and
qualified by the word "should." This is, however, not an absolute. If an individual and her/his department
chair feel that it is appropriate to apply for promotion or tenure without reaching all of the attainments listed, it
18
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guidelines. S ^ of ^e individual and her/his department chair to make the case for an exception to the
The School of Medi ' vrrr rteaching load, ~r°ne W1^omrmttee may, depending on contextual factors such as adrrumstrative duties,
individual facult^ SCtvice comrmtment> g^e more weight to certain accomplishments when evaluating an
as an outstancW1*16111 '^ F°r examPle' a^^tymember who serves as adivision chief or who is recognized
contributions^^^^7have t^t service or accomplishment weighted greater than the faculty member's
accomplishment ° •"^ °utstanding semce or achievement can, therefore, aa to modify the level of
required in other areas when an individual is considered for retention, promotion or tenure.
The requirernerits fr». r • - •Professor. "G ach"™g tenure are basically the same as those requirements for promotion to Associate
With tenure ^^"^tenmz a^iuidend the U'rJvenitys most critical'personneldecision."'(PPM 9-5.1: Section 1: Purpose.)
to grant tenur^*^113*161" rtlfltlonshiP betweeQ the faculty member and the University is implied. In adecision
scholarly attainrrT1^ considcratio11 ^t?ven to the Acuity member's past andpresent teaching, research, and
communitv ^^ ProfcssionaI competence and independence, and involvement in the University
19
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The fundamental implication of a tenure award is that the institution is prepared to make along-term
^iS^o an bdi^dual and that the necessity to periodically review hex/hrs ^™*£±
'> Wfc tenure is granted, it means that the appointment to such apos.uon is c°™d"edff™^
,> and "not subject to termination or substantial reduction in status without adequate cause, P"^ed ttat mallJ cLes tLsemces of the individual continue to be needed and that funds are available to pay for them.
I> That tenure is considered extremely important by the University is made dear by the following statement from| > Faculty Regulations, 9-5.1, Chapter 5, Section 2, Page 1:
, > "Granting tenure rmpl.es acommitment by the University to defend faculty members' acacW
I freedom likewise, Lrlty members who are granted tenure make an equally strongco—1 to ^e their students, therr colleague,, their discipline, and the University mamanner befittmg
»> an academic person. It also raises astrong presumption that those granted tenure are competent|> in therr discipline and capable of scholarly contributions, CrmtmC trn,itr .•• r^rded y the) U^kv^Lt^ntical p^onnel decision. (Emphasis added) Except for=«*»£»£1 ™efthen specific and persuasive justification is provided, tenure wffl not be awarded to
>* a^embers^Tto thl advancement to the rank of associate professor. *»*«*«I > iTeltrve, befoisuch commitments are made, that aresponsible screening process be followed| ) toensure that the most highly crualified candidates available are granted tenure.
In the normal situation, two things are required of an individual before tenure is granted:
1) Achievement of the associate professor rank.
* 2) Service of an appropriate probationary period.
) In addition, however, departments or the school may develop special requirements for tenure, based on theirleedfo folulate department areas of excellence or to manage the srze of therr tenured faculty.
1. TENURE IN THE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR RANK
;„A that there is one special circumstance in which tenure may be awarded to an AssistantPaf£7%£ ^es wTen the e^artment has an urgent need to retain an individual who, despite having
convincing case that
* u S^S.TU individual available. Usually this will require evidence that the
> b' SSKL oV expertise i, unusual, that specialists in the Geld are ^cul^d, and that the) Lartment has made abona fide effort to look for other, more qualified candidates.| cThe candidate will probably fulfill the requirements for promotion within two years.
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2. THE PROBATIONARY PERIOD
The long-term commitment made by the University in granting tenure necessitates a probationary penod
during which an individual's performance and contributions can be assessed on site. This penod is normally
seven years for a person who begins the probationary period at the University of Utah in the rank of
Instructor or Assistant Professor and five years when a person starts the period at this University at the rank
of Associate Professor or Professor. During this probationary period, faculty members have an opportunity
to display competence in their discipline and capability for scholarly contributions. It is expected that those
individuals who possess the above characteristics, and who also demonstrated a strong commitment to serve
their students, their colleagues, their discipline, and the University in a manner befitting an academic person,
will be appropriate candidates for tenure. Consideration will also be given to individual faculty members who
fulfill aspecial role that is deemed essential for the development ofan important program ofthe department,
the School ofMedicine, and the University, and whose role could not readily be filled by another individual
with similar background and qualifications. Under current University administration, tenure will not be
approved without promotion to at least the Associate Professor level.
3. APPOINTMENTS WITH TENURE
An award oftenure at the time ofappointment or soon after appointment should notbemade simply because
the professional competence appropriate to rank has been demonstrated. In addition, it is necessary to
present data which shows long-term, continued performance is to be expected. Usually this is on the basis of
previously consistent and unquestioned performance attested to by individuals known and trusted by our
faculty. In addition, it must be clear that the individual's goals, aspirations, and character traits fit those
necessary to carry out the expected faculty roles.
Considerations to be discussed in each proposal are:
a. Does the candidate nowhave tenure at his/her present institution or department?
b. If the answer to question a. is "yes," when was the candidate awarded tenure, and are the criteria
for tenure at her/his present institution or department comparable to the tenure criteria of the
proposing department or schooP
c Are the departments or school's criteria for tenure being applied as rigorously in this case as they
normally are applied in cases when pre-tenure probationary service has occurred?
d. Are there supporting letters from the candidate's present institution or department, and from
other recognized experts in thecandidate's discipline?
e. Has the candidate achieved significant national or international recognition in her/his academic
discipline?
f. What evidence is there that the candidate possesses exceptional academic ability?
g. Is there an exceptional need in the department or school for this appointment to be made with
tenure?
fcu If the answer to question g. is "yes," what is the exceptional need, and why is tenure necessary to
meet that need?
4. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
Even if the personal qualifications for tenure are met, departments and the school reserve the right to
withhold tenure to meet certain special goals.
1. It is considered undesirable for too great aproportion ofadepartment's faculty to be tenured. A
"tenured-in" department often loses the capacity to recruit younger faculty and experiences agradual
decline in quality. In addition, a department may lack the stable funding necessary to support a
22
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tenured position. The department may therefore impose special rules to limit thetenured positions to
a fixed number or a fixed percentage.
If departments choose such a policy, it is necessary to inform all pre-tenured faculty members of the
rules well in advance of the mandatory decisions. Suchrules are not to be formulated in the context
of specific cases.
2. Departments and the school must have the flexibility to alter and maintain theirprograms. Thus, it
is possible that some individuals may meet the guidelines forpromotion and tenure but still lack a role
in department programs. Departments should identify such problems as soon as possible and try to
offer individuals the opportunity to change theirdirection in order to fill departmental needs.
APPROVED BYRPT COMMITTEE, February 13,1984
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£ | Retention ingrade must be formally considered by atleast the end of the third^year of the tenure-probationary
» period and once again at least one year before the end of the seven-year probationary period for those
* appointed to the ranks ofInstructor or Assistant Professor. These formal reviews will normally occur at the
third and fifth-year.
Third-year retention will be an interdepartmental review, and will primarily focus on faculty development A
minimum of two letters internal to the department and two letters external to the department are required in
the file. Faculty must declare either the Scientist-Scholar or Clinician-Scholar leg for review, or faculty may
switch to the full-time clinical track. Faculty may switch out of the tenure track within the first six months
of the third-year review. After that a track switchwill be allowed onlyunder extraordinary circumstances.
Each department must establish an evaluation process, which must be approved by the Dean's Office.
Departments may wish to use a 360-degree instrument for this review. This process must ensure that the
candidate receives appropriate and useful feedback. The primary review will be from peers and students. All
files will be submitted to the Dean. The SOM RPT Committee must review files with a recommendation for
termination.
Fifth-year retention will also be an interdepartmental review. This review will primarily focus on faculty
development and will be used as a critical pre-tenure review. The fifth-year is the default year for review. If
A ) the faculty member or department chair wishes to substitute a sixth-year review for the fifth-year the
department must notify Faculty Administration. If promotion or tenure are not granted, faculty members will
still have one more year before the "up-or-out" seventh-year review. Files will not be submitted to the SOM
£ * RPT Committee unless there is a recommendation for termination or if the department or faculty member
requests a formal review from this committee.
The candidate should present evidence of schokriy growth and should be able to demonstrate consistent
accomplishment in areas under consideration.
Retention reviews represent an important opportunity to provide peer advice to younger colleagues. Even
when retention is clearly recommended, departments and the Dean should take the opportunity to point out
areas ofperformance needing attention.
Retention reviews provide for an orderly process of termination of faculty members who are not meeting
expectations. When such judgments can be made relatively early in thepre-tenure period, it is often farbetter
for the individual and the institution than a protracted period of uncertainty.
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Approved by School ofMedicine January 29,2002
INSTRUCTOR
BASIC REQUIREMENTS: This rank may be awarded to individuals who havemet the minimal requirements
for faculty membership. It is intended for individuals who are completing their training or acquiring essential
experience while simultaneously serving a faculty role.
1. EDUCATION: A doctoral degree (M.D., Ph.D., or other tenninal professional degree) from an
accredited institutionof higher learning, and promise ofa productive academic career.
2. IN CLINICAL DEPARTMENTS: Individuals who will provide clinical care to patients should
have completed the residency training normally required for board certification in that specialty.
Facultymembers who will not provide clinical care should have a minimum of two years of
postdoctoral training and/or experience.
IN BASIC SCIENCE DEPARTMENTS: At least two years of postdoctoral training and/or experience.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
BASIC REQUIREMENTS: The individual should have a doctoral degree (MX)., PhX)., or other terminal
professional degree) with a minimum of three years of postdoctoral experience phis some demonstrated
evidence of scientific productivity in the form of published manuscripts in peer-reviewed journals. Trie
individual should be board certified, if it is possible to attain certification within his/her specialty without
practice requirements. Should her/his specialty have practice requirements, board certification can be waived
temporarily, butshould beattained within two rounds ofeligibiHry.
1. TEACHING: Using teaching schedules, evaluations, or other materials the individual:
Should show a commitment to teaching. Some examples of this commitment are:
• Lecturing to students.
• Conductingteaching rounds or small group sessions.
• Preparing syllabus materials.
a. Should interact with trainees one-on-one in a positive way.
b. Should have a demonstrated ability to develop and present a well-organized lecture or
seminar.
c. Should demonstrate the desire to develop as an educator.
2. ADMINISTRATION: The individual:
a. Should be capable of directing specific researchprojects and/or programs.
b. Should be able to set up, budget, and run a research laboratory.
c. Should be willing to serve on departmental, School of Medicine, hospital, or
institutional committees.
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3. CLINICAL: Ifinvolved in patient care the individual should be recognized by peers
and immediate supervisors as having good to excellent clinical skills and performance. Some
examples of this recognition are:
a. Peer judgment of the competence and promise ofexcellence in clinical or professional
work.
b. Directing a clinical program.
4. SCHOLARSHIP: The individual:
a. Should have ademonstrated ability to conduct basic, applied, orclinical research.
Evidence of this criterion will bederived from theapplicant's publication record
and from solicited letters from mentors and colleagues. In evaluating an ^
individual's scholarly attainments an emphasis will be placed on peer-reviewed,
hypothesis-testing manuscripts ofabasic orclinical nature.
b. Should have demonstrated ability to prepare grant applications seeking research
funding.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
ft ASIC REOT TTREMENTS: The major criterion for appointment or promotion to the rank of Associate
Professor is the demonstration of independence in the areas ofbasic and/or translational research and teaching.
Promotion should be based on performance rather than time in previous rank. Usually, however, atime period
of five years in rank as an Instructor or Assistant Professor is required to attain the necessary level of
achievement (Le., review for promotion will take place inthe sixth year.)
1. TEACHING: Using teaching schedules, evaluations, or other materials the individual:
a. Should demonstrate a continuing commitment to teaching. Some examples of this
commitment are:
1. Mentoring medical students, other students, residents, and post-<loctoral
fellows.
Z Lecturing in the medical student curriculum and/or other academic programs.
3. Lecturing at grand rounds and other local teaching sessions.
4. Developing/directing regional postgraduate course.
b. Shouldinteractwith trainees one-on-one in a positive way.
c Should have demonstrated success in teaching as shown by resident and student
teaching evaluations. Some examples of this success are:
1. Achieving above average teaching evaluations.
2. Winning a teaching award.
3. Serving as avisiting professor atother institutions.
2. ADMINISTRATION: The individual
a. Should be an independent director ofaresearch laboratory and be capable of administering
atotal project or program ofabasic science, applied science, or clinical nature.
b. Should have competently discharged assignments on departmental, School of Mediane,
hospital, or institutional committees.
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3. CLINICAL: Ifinvolved in patient care the individual should be recognized by peers,
immediate supervisors and community physicians as having excellent clinical skills and
performance. Some examples ofthis recognition are:
1. Acting as aconsulting physician.
2. Devising anew method orprocedure.
4. SCHOIARSHIP: The individuah
a. Should have demonstrated evidence ofbeing an independent investigator with a
focused area of expertise.
b. Should have anational reputation for research, attested by reference letters from
outside the institution.
c. Should have high quality research manuscripts published in peer-reviewed journals.
Evidence of quality will be derived from the applicant's publication record and from
solicited letters from mentors and colleagues. In evaluating an individual's scholarly
attainments an emphasis will be placed on peer-reviewed, hypothesis-testing
manuscripts ofabasic or clinical nature.
d. Should be aprincipal investigator on aresearch grant, preferably with an external
source ofsupport (e.g., NIH, ACS, NSF.)
c. Should provide evidence ofcontinuing research productivity.
PROFESSOR .
BASIC REQUIREMENTS: Individuals advanced to the rank ofProfessor should be recognized nauonaUy and
internationally for achievements made in scholarly activities, and must also be dedicated academicians.
Promotion to this rank should be based on continuing achievement, but five years m rank as Associate
Professor is usually required to reach the necessary levels of excellence in teaching, research, and administration.
1 TEACHING: Using teaching schedules, evaluations, or other materials the individual:
a. Should demonstrate a continuing commitment to teaching. Some examples of this
commitment are:
1. Mentoring medical students, other students, residents, and post-doctoral fellows.
Z lecturing in the medical student curriculum and/or other academic programs.
3. lecturing at grand rounds and other local teaching sessions.
4. lecturing at regional or national meetings.
b. Should interact with trainees one-on-one in a positive way.
c Should be an accomplished teacher as shown by resident and student aching
evaluations. Some examples of this accomplishment are:
1. Achieving above average teaching evaluations.
2. Winning alocal or national teaching award.
3. Serving as avisiting professor at other institutions.
4. Supervising a training program.
2. ADMINISTRATION: The individual:
a. Should be capable of directing multi-centered research projects.
b. Should have participated in departmental and school policy making by serving on
departmental, School of Medicine, or institutional committees.
3. CLINICAL: If involved in patient care, the ^dividual should be recognized as an authority
within his/her specialty. Some examples ofthis recognition are:
1. Being known regionally or nationally as an expert clinician.
Z Attracting patients from aregional or national area.
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3. Serving as a clinical consultant on a regional or national level
4. SCHOLARSHIP: The indrviduaL
a. Should be a leading research investigator in the field with a national or international
W' reputation.
b. Should have high quality research manuscripts published in peer-reviewed journals.
Evidence ofquahty will be derived from the applicant's publication record and from
solicited letters from mentors and colleagues. In evaluating an individual's scholarly
attainments an emphasis will beplaced on peer-reviewed, hypothesis-testing
manuscripts of a basic or clinical nature.
c Should provide evidence ofcontinuing research productivity, independence, and
focus.
& Should be a principal investigator ona research grant, preferably with an external
source ofsupport (e.g., NIH, ACS, NSF.) Should demonstrate a continuing level of
external support for research program preferably from external-sources (e.g., NIH,
NSF.)
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INSTRUCTOR
BASIC REQUIREMENTS: This rank may be awarded to individuals who have met the minimal
requirements for faculty membership. It is intended for incuviduals who are completing their training or
acquiring essential experience while simultaneously serving a faculty role.
1. EDUCATION: A doctoral degree (M.D., PhD., or other terminal professional degree)
from an accredited institution of higher learning, and promise of a productive academic
career.
Z TN CLINICAL DEPARTMENTS: Completion of the residency ttaining normally
required for board certification, or for non-M.D.'s, a minimum of two years of post
doctoral training and/or experience.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
BASIC REOT TTREMENTS: Theindividual should have a doctoral degree (M.D., Ph.D., or other terminal
professional degree) with aminimum of three years of postdoctoral experience plus some demonstrated
evidence of scholarly productivity in the form of published manuscripts in peer-reviewed journals or
other scholarly contributions. The individual should be board certified, if it is possible to attain
certification within her/his specialty without practice requirements. Should his/her specialty have
practice requirements, board certification can be waived temporarily, but should be attained within two
rounds of eligibility.
1. TEACHING: Using teaching schedules, evaluations, orother materials the individual:
a. Should show a commitment to teaching. Some examples of this commitment arc:
1. Lecturing to students and residents.
2. Conducting teaching rounds or small group sessions.
3. Preparing syllabus materials.
b. Shouldinteractwith trainees one-on-one in a positiveway.
c. Should have a demonstrated ability to develop and present a well-organized lecture or
seminar.
4 Should demonstrate the desire to developas an educator.
Z ADMINISTRATION: The individual should be willing to serve on departmental, School
of Medicine, hospital, or institutional cornrnittees.
3. CLINICAL: The individual:
a. Should be recognized by peers and immediate supervisors as having good-to-excellent
clinical skills and performance. Some examples of this recognition are:
1. Peer judgment of the competence and promise of excellence in clinical or
professional work.
2. Directing a clinical program.
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b. Should devote aminimum of 50 percent of time to dirtied activity. (This minimum is
a guideline and may be decreased for those individuals who have significant
administrative, teaching, or service responsibilities.)
4. SCHOLARSHIP: The individual should have demonstrated an ability to conduct basic,
applied, or clinical research or to engage in other equivalent scholarly activity. Evidence
of this criterion will be derived from the applicant's publication record, scholarly
attainments, and from solicited letters from mentors and colleagues. In evaluating an
individual's scholarly attainments an emphasis will be placed on peer-reviewed,
hypothesis-testing manuscripts of a basic or clinical nature. However, the review
committee may also consider other scholarly contributions when evaluating an mdrviduaL
Other acceptable schokriy accomplishment includes but is not limited to (in no particular
order):
1. Peer-reviewed case reports.
Z Review articles.
3. Textbooks or chapters.
4. Editorial service.
5. Electronic media.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
BASIC REQUIREMENTS: The major criterion for appointment or promotion to the rank ofAssociate
Professor is the demonstration of independence in the areas of clinical research scholarship and/or
teaching. Promotion should be based on performance rather than time in previous rank. Usually,
however, a time period of five years in rank as an Instructor or Assistant Professor is required to attam
the necessary level of achievement (Le., review for promotion will take place in the sixth year.)
1. TEACHING: Using teaching schedules, evaluations, or other materials the individual:
a. Should demonstrate a continuing commitment to teaching. Some examples of this
cornrnitment are:
1. Mentoring medical students, other students, and residents.
2. Lecturing in the medical student curriculum and/or other academic programs.
3. Lecturing at grand rounds and other local teaching sessions.
4. Developing/directing regional postgraduate courses.
b. Shouldinteractwith trainees one-on-one in a positive way.
c Should have demonstrated success in teaching. Some examples of this success are:
1. Achieving above average teaching evaluations.
2. Winning a teaching award.
3. Serving as avisiting professor at other institutions.
Z ADMINISTRATION: The individual should have competendy discharged assignments
on departmental, School of Medicine, hospital, or institutional committees.
3. CLINICAL: The individual:
a. Should be recognized by peers, immediate supervisors, and community physicians as
having excellent clinical skills and performance: Some examples of this recognition are:
1. Acting as a consulting physician.
Z Devising anew method orprocedure.
b. Should devote a minimum of 50 percent of time to clinical activity. (This
minimum is a guideline and may be decreased for those individuals who have
significant administrative, teaching, or service responsibilities.)
4. SCHOLARSHIP: The individual:
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»a. Should have demonstrated evidence of being an independent scholar with a focused
area of expertise
b. Should have a national reputation for scholarship, attestedby reference letters from
outside the institution.
c. Should have high quality manuscripts published in peer-reviewed journals or should
have made other equivalent scholarly contributions. In evaluating an individual's
scholarly attainments an emphasis will be placed on peer-reviewed, hypothesis-testing
manuscripts of a basicor clinical nature. However, the review committeemay also
consider other scholarly contributionswhen evaluating an individuaL Other
acceptable scholarly accomplishment includes but is not limited to (in no particular
order):
1. Peer-reviewed case reports.
2. Review articles.
3. Textbooks or chapters.
4. Editorial service.
5. Electronic media.
d. Shouldprovide evidence of continuing scholarly productivity.
PROFESSOR
BASIC REQUIREMENTS: mdrviduals advanced to the rank of Professor should be recognized
nationally and internationally for achievements made in scholarly activities, and must also be dedicated
academicians. Promotion to this rank should be based on achievements, but five years in rank, as
Associate Professor is usually required to reach the necessary levels of excellence in teaching, research,
and administration.
1. TEACHING: Using teaching schedules, evaluations, or other materials the individuah
a. Should demonstrate a continuing commitment to teaching. Some examples of this
commitment are:
1. Mentoring medical students, other students, and residents.
2. lecturing in the medical studentcurriculum and/or other academic programs.
3. lecturing at grand rounds and other local teaching sessions.
4. Lecturing at regional or nationalmeetings.
b. Should interact with trainees one-on-one in a positive way.
c. Should be an accomplished teacher. Some examples of this accomplishment are:
b| ) 1. Achieving above average teaching evaluations.
2. Winning a local or national teacriing award.
3. Serving as a visiting professorat other institutions.
4. Supervising a training program.
2. ADMINISTRATION: The individual should have participated in departmental and
school policy making by serving on departmental, School of Medicine, hospital, or
institutional committees.
3. CLINICAL: The individual:
a. Should be recognized as an authority within her/his specialty. Some examples of
this recognition are:
1. Being known regionally or nationally as an expert clinician.
2. Attracting patients from a regional or national area.
3. Serving as a rlinirp] consultant on a regional or national level
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b Should devote a minimum of 50 percent of time to Hiniral activity. (This
minimum is a guideline and may be decreased for those individuals who have
significant aclrninisttarive, teaching, or service responsibilities.)
4. SCHOLARSHIP: The individual:
a. Should be aleading scholar in his/her field with anational or international reputation.
b Should have high quahty manuscripts published inpeer-reviewed journals or
should have made other equivalent scholarly contributions. In evaluating an
individual's scholarly attainments an emphasis will be placed on peer-reviewed,
hypothesis-testing manuscripts ofabasic or clinical nature However, the review
committee may also consider other scholarly contributions when evaluating an
individual. Other acceptable scholarly accomplishment includes butis not limited
to (in no particular order):
1. Peer-reviewed case reports.
2. Review articles.
3. Textbooks or chapters.
4. Editorial service.
5. Electronic media.
Should provide evidence of continuing scholady prcKluctivity, independence, and
focus.
c.
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CHECKLIST OF REQUIREPCONJENTS
TENURE TRACK QJSIES Retention
Submit Original and one file copy.
PLEASE PLACE THE ITEMS USTEB BELOW !N THE KPT EH* !N THE FOLLOWS OKBEK AND
! FORMAL RETENTION, PROMOTION AND TENURE SUMMARY FORM
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
FORMAL Kiii£.iMnwn,i ivw.-wCANDIDATE'S RESPONSE LETTER TO DEPARTMENT CHAIR AND DAC
(CANDIDATE'S OPTION)
DEPARTMENT CHAIR'S LETTER
CC: TO CANDIDATE
MASTER SUMMARY DOCUMENT -prepared by DAC chair
DEPARTMENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES AND VOTE
RECOMMENDATION FROM AD HOC COMMITTEE <g**4
STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES, VOTE, AND
DOCUMENTATION
LETTERS OF EVALUATION
2 letters internal to department
2 letters external to department
WAIVER FORM SIGNED BY THE CANDIDATE &WITNESS
SAMPLE OF LETTER SENT TO REVIEWERS
REVIEWERS NAME AND ADDRESS FORM
CURRENT RESEARCH LN PROGRESS
CURRENT CURRICULUM VITAE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY
SOM format nquirzd -NO STAPLES
INCOMPLETE FILES WILL BE RETURNED TO THE
DEPARTMENT.
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CHECKLIST OF REQUIRED CONTENTS
Fifth-YeaTENURE TRACK H>HiQl^|| Retention
Submit Original and one file copy.
PLEASE PLACE THE ITEMS LISTED BELOW IN THE RPT FILE FN THE FOLLOWING ORDER AND
PLEASE DO NOT USE STAPLES OR PAPERCLIPS
1. FORMAL RETENTION, PROMOTION AND TENURE SUMMARY FORM
2. CANDIDATE'S RESPONSE LETTER TO DEPARTMENT CHAIR AND DAC
(CANDIDATE'S OPTION)
3. DEPARTMENT CHAIR'S LETTER
CC: TO CANDIDATE
4. MASTER SUMMARY DOCUMENT - prepared by DAC chair
5. DEPARTMENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES AND VOTE
6. RECOMMENDATION FROM AD HOC COMMITTEE (ifused)
I. STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES, VOTE, AND
DOCUMENTATION
8. LETTERS OF EVALUATION
2letters from outside the institution
2lettersfrom within the institution (not including the chair anddivision chief
letters)
9. WAIVER FORM SIGNED BY THE CANDIDATE & WITNESS
10. SAMPLE OF LETTER SENT TO REVIEWERS
II. REVIEWERS NAME AND ADDRESS FORM
12. SELF-ASSESSMENT LETTER
BRIEF SUMMARY BY CANDIDATE OF SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS,
MOST IMPORTANT PUBLICATIONS, SIGNIFICANCE OF CONTRIBUTIONTO
MULTI-AUTHORED PAPERS, FUl^DXMENT OF DEPARTMENT
EXPECTATIONS AND CURRENT RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
13. CURRENT CURRICULUM VTTAE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY
SOM Format required NO STAPLES
INCOMPLETE FILES WILL BE RETURNED TO THE
DEPARTMENT.
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CHECKLIST OF REQUIRED CONTENTS
TENURE TRACK E23^ and/<>r Fifth &Seventh-
Year j2nDZ322Effi
Submit Original, one file copy and electronic pdf copy
PLEASE PLACE THE ITEMS LISTED BELOW INTHE RPT FILE INTHE FOLLOWTNG ORrtFB ami
PTFAgF_nO NOT USE STAPLES OR PAPFRrT.TPS ^ UK1JiiK ™U
i. FORMAL RETENTION, PROMOTION AND TENURE SUMMARY FORM
2. CANDIDATE'S RESPONSELETTER TO DEPARTMENT CHAIRAND DAC
(CANDIDATE'S OPTION)
3. DEPARTMENT CHAIR'S LETTER
CC: TO CANDIDATE
4. MASTER SUMMARY DOCUMENT - prepared by DAC chair
5. DEPARTMENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES AND VOTE
6. RECOMMENDATION FROM AD HOC COMMITTEE (ifused)
7. STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES, VOTE, AND
DOCUMENTATION
8. LETTERS OF EVALUATION
3 inside letters (not counting chair and division chiefletters)
3 letters from outside the institution
9. WAIVER FORM SIGNED BY THE CANDIDATE & WITNESS
10. SAMPLE OF LETTER SENT TO REVIEWERS
11. REVIEWERS NAME AND ADDRESS FORM
12. SELF-ASSESSMENT LETTER
BRIEF SUMMARY BY CANDIDATE OF SIGNIFICANT ACrlLEVIIMENTS,
MOST IMPORTANT PUBLICATIONS, SIGNIFICANCE OF CO^^^RIBUTION
TO MULTI-AUTHORED PAPERS, FUIJIIXMENT OF DEPARTMENT
EXPECTATIONS AND CURRENT RESEARCH LN PROGRESS
13. CURRENT CURRICULUM VITAE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY
SOM Format required NO STAPLES
INCOMPLETE FILES WILL BE RETURNED TO THE DEPARTMENT.
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A substantial number of faculty members in the School of Medicine are full-time M.D. or
Ph.D.'s who both teach and provide clinical service in response to fundamental academic and
financial needs of the institution. It is widely recognized that the school's teaching
responsibilities and financial health depend to an important extent upon the work ofthe full-time'
clinical faculty. The school's present guidelines for retention, promotion, and tenure (RPT),
however, were intended for faculty members whose primary responsibilities are teaching and
research Because faculty with major commitments to clinical service are not well served bythe
present RPT criteria, the attached criteria have been developed. These criteria provide a formal
means for evaluating and promoting full-time clinical faculty within the existing University RPT
procedures.
The responsibilities and activities of full-time clinical faculty vary greatly, particularly across
departmental and divisional boundaries. The following criteria for appointment and promotion
must therefore be accepted as guidelines rather than a comprehensive set of requirements that are
applicable, without change, to every faculty member. Each department and division has the
opportunity (and, indeed, the obligation) to develop its own RPT criteria to better evaluate the
unique aspects of its faculty's work-
One of the main purposes of the clinical guidelines is to enhance the integrity ofthe full-time clinical
track as acareer path that is both distinct from the tenure track and of equal value to the School of
Medicine. That purpose cannot be achieved unless the choice of track is given very careful
consideration by aU who are direcdy involved in the initial appointment offaculty members.
The following retention and promotion requirements apply:
1. For general administrative purposes, faculty titles remain the same regardless oftrack
(e.g., clinical track appointment as "Assistant Professor of Medicine.") For the
purposes of promotion and retention, it is necessary to maintain the career track
designation Assistant Professor (Clinical)
2 The choice of track must be declared at the time of faculty appointment
3. Switches after the end of the third-year will be permitted only under extraordinary
circumstances.
4. Requests to change tracks must be considered by the Appointments Committee.
5. Department may elect to review full-time clinical faculty at the third and fifth, or
sixth-year. The third and sixth-years are the default year for review. Files will not be
sent to the SOM RPT Committee, but will be sent directly to the Dean. After the
initial two reviews, faculty should be formally reviewed every five years using the
TFR/CFR guidelines.
a. Use attached guidelines to evaluate appointment, promotion, retention reviews,
and five-year CFR reviews. It is the department's option to determine how to
40
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use the criteria to evaluate existing faculty. It is not the intent of this document
to demote or dismiss existing faculty who may not presendy meet the criteria in
their current rank, although they would not be eligible for promotion without
meeting the criteria.
6. The third-year retention review should include aconsideration ofthe
appropriateness of the track (Le., tenure vs. clinical) for each candidate.
7. Below is the School ofMedicine policy regarding voting procedures:
Aquorum of tenure track faculty must be present at the DAC meeting, and
absentee ballots must be solicited before the meeting. List the number of
eligible voters for each action. Do not include faculty members who are on
sabbatical or official University leave ofabsence and do not count the chair
in determining that number. You must have 2/3 of the eligible voters
present at the meeting for a quorum. Include an alphabetical list of the
faculty (sorted by rank) in your department with the names of those present
clearly marked Note the number of eligible voters for each action. Note
that "eligible voters" refers to tenure track faculty only,
8. Employment is reviewed by the department on an annual basis.
9. Multi-year contracts are possible. Suggested length ofappointment
Professor - one to five years
Associate Professor - one to three years
Assistant Professor - one to two years
Instructor - one year (contract not necessary)
To request amulti-year contract send aletter to the Dean with the number of years
and assurance that specific funding to support the appointment will be available for
that time period.
10. The School ofMedicine allows full-time clinical and research faculty to participate
and vote in these meetings. As part of the required documentation of the School of
Medicine, this vote must be reviewed and considered in l^rpr deliberations. In order
to comply with University guidelines, the vote by the tenure track faculty must be on
the Clinical RPT Summary Form. The vote and recommendation ofthe full-time
clinical and research faculty must be recorded under "clinical/research vote" on the
Clinical RPT Summary Form, (Their vote must correspond to the rank ofthe
candidate - see below.) The department chair and/or the faculty should initiate a
procedure to be used by the department to facilitate the participation and vote by
faculty members and create away to provide aseparate vote. Please send ashort
Wr tn the Faculty Administration Office, room 1C047. explaining the procedure
your department will use.
RETENTION - In each department all tenured faculty members ofequal or
higher rank and all non-tenured regular faculty members of higher rank than
that held by the candidate for retention are eligible to participate in the
consideration of and to vote on recommendations in individual cases on
matters of retention.
PROMOTION - In each department all regular faculty members ofequal or
higher rank than that proposed for the candidate for promotion are eligible
to participate in the consideration of and to vote on recommendations in
individual cases on matters of promotion.
Approred byErccuon: Cotramttee l/6/y2
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Approved by School ofMedicine January 29,2002
INSTRUCTOR
BASIC REQUIREMENTS: This rank may be awarded to individuals who have met the minimal
requirements for faculty membership. It is intended for individuals who are completing their training
or acquiring essential experience while simultaneously serving a faculty role.
1. EDUCATION: A doctoral degree (M.D., Ph-D., or other terminal professional
degree) from an accredited institution of higher learning.
2. IN CLINICAL DEPARTMENTS: completion of the residency training normally
required for board certification, or for non-M.D.'s, a minimum of two years of post
doctoral training and/or experience.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
BASIC REQUIREMENTS: The individual should have a doctoral degree (M.D., PhX)., or other
terminal professional degree) with a minimum of three years postdoctoral or residency training.
He/she should be board certified, if it is possible to attain certification within his/her specialty
without practice requirements. Should her/his specialty have practice requirements, board
certification can bewaived temporarily, but should be attained within two rounds of eligibility.
1. TEACHING: Using teaching schedules, evaluations, or other materials the
individual:
a. Should show a comrnitrnent to teaching. Some examples of this
commitment are:
1. Lecturing to students and to residents.
2. Conducting teachingrounds or small group sessions.
b. Should interactwith trainees one-on-one in a positive way.
c. Should have a demonstrated ability to develop and present a well-
organizedlecture or seminar.
d Should demonstrate the desire to develop as an educator.
Z ADMINISTRATION: The individual should be willing to serve on departmental,
School of Medicine, hospital, or institutional committees.
3. CLINICAL: Should be recognized bypeers and immediate supervisors as having
good-to-excellent clinical skills and performance. Some examples of this recognition
are:
1. Peer judgment of the competence and promise of excellence
in rliniral or professionalwork.
2. Directing a rHniral program.
4. SCHOLARSHIP: The individual should have demonstrated the ability and
interest to engage in scholarly activity. Acceptable scholarly accomplishment
includes but is not limited to co-authorship or primary contributions to die
following, in no particular order:
1. Peer-reviewed manuscripts or case reports.
2. Review articles.
3. Textbooks or chapters.
4. Editorial service.
42
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45. Electronic media.
w " 6. Letters to the editor
7. Syllabus materials.
8. Special workshops or laboratories.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
# ' BASIC REQUIREMENTS: The individual must be board certified in his/her specialty. She/he
should have been in clinical practice for at least seven years to be eligible for appointment to this
rank or have been in the rank of Assistant Professor for at least five years to be eligible to be
considered for promotion to this rank (i.e., review for promotion will take place in the sixth year.)
Theindividual should be recognized as a teacher, mentor, or role model for students and trainees.
1. TEACHING: Using teaching schedules, evaluations, or other materials the
individual:
a. Should demonstrate a continuing commitment to teaching. Some examples of
this commitment are:
1. Mentoring medical students, other students, and residents.
2. Lecturing in the medical student curriculum and/or other academic
programs.
3. Lecturing at grandrounds and other local teaching sessions.
4. Devdoping/directing regional postgraduate course,
b. Shouldinteractwith trainees one-on-one in a positive way.
c Should have demonstrated success in teaching. Some examples of this
success are:
1. Achieving above average teaching evaluations.
2. Winning a teaching award
3. Serving as a visiting professor at other institutions.
2. ADMINISTRATION: The individual should have competently discharged
assignments on departmental, School of Medicine, hospital, or institutional
committees.
3. CLINICAL: The individual should be recognized by peers, immediate supervisors,
and community physicians as having excellent clinical skills and performance. Some
examples of this recognition are:
1. Acting as a consulting physician.
2. Devising a new method or procedure,
4. SCHOLARSHIP: The individual should have demonstrated continuing ability and
interest in scholarly activity. Acceptable scholarly accomplishment includes but is
not limited to co-authorship or primary contributions to the following, in no
particular order
1. Peer-reviewed manuscripts or case reports.
2. Review articles.
3. Textbooks or chapters.
4. Editorial service,
5. Electronic media.
6. Letters to the editor
7. Syllabus materials.
8. Special workshops or laboratories.
9. Development of evidence based guidelines - must demonstrate
clear utilisation in academic unit(s)
#
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. j PROFESSOR
BASIC REQUIREMENTS: The individual must be board certified in her/his specialty. He/she
^ should have been in clinical practice for at least 13 years to be eligible for appointment to this rank
•} I or have beenin the rank of Associate Professor for at least five years to be eligible to be considered
^ | for promotion to this rank. She/he should have demonstrated excellent clinical skills and an interest
in teaching to be appointed in this rank or have demonstrated excellent clinical and teaching skills if
^ being promoted to this rank..
*% t 1. TEACHINQ: Using teaching schedules, evaluations, or other materials the
* | individual:
. a. Should demonstrate a continuing commitment to teaching. Some
^ examples ofthis commitment are:
t$ t 1. Mentoring medical students, other students, andresidents.
2. T,prruring in the medical student curriculum and/or other
academic programs.
3. Lecturing at grand rounds and other local teaching sessions.
4. I-rehiring at regional or national meetings,
b. Should interact with trainees one-on-one in a positive way.
c Should be an accomplished teacher. Some examples of this
accomplishment are:
1. Achieving aboveaverage teaching evaluations.
^ ) 2. Winning a local or national teaching award
3. Serving as a visiting professor at other institutions.
4. Supervising a training program.
4 ) 2. ADMINISTRATION: The individual should have participated in departmental and
school policy making by serving on departmental, School of Medicine, hospital, or
institutional committees.
3. CLINICAL: The individual should be recognized as an authority within his/her
specialty. Some examples of this recognition are:
1. Being known regionally or nationally as an expert clinician.
2. Attracting patients from a regional or national area.
3. Serving as a clinical consultant on a regional or national level.
4. SCHOLARSHIP: The individual should have demonstrated continuing ability and
interest in scholarly activity. Acceptable scholarly accomplishment includes but is
not limited to co-authorship or primary contributions to the following, in no
particular order
1. Peer-reviewed manuscripts or case reports.
2. Review articles.
3. Textbooks or chapters.
4. Editorial service.
5. Electronic media.
6. Letters to the editor
7. Syllabus materials.
8. Special workshops or laboratories.
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CHECKLIST OF REQUIRED CONTENTS
CLINICAL TRACK ff j11 [] »P| =fJ kj RETENTION
Submit Original and one file copy.
PLEASE PLACE THE ITEMS LISTED BELOW IN THE RPT FILE IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER
ANn pi.FASH DO NOT USE STAPLES OR PAPERCLIPS.
1. FORMAL CLINICAL FACULTY RETENTION SUMMARY FORM
2. CANDIDATE'S RESPONSE LETTER TO DEPARTMENT CHAIR AND DAC
(CANDIDATE'S OPTION)
3. DEPARTMENT CHAIR'S LETTER -
CC: TO CANDIDATE
4. MASTER SUMMARY DOCUMENT - prepared by DAC chair
5. DEPARTMENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES AND VOTE
6. RECOMMENDATION FROM AD HOC COMMITTEE (ifused)
I. STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES, VOTE, AND
DOCUMENTATION
8. LETTERS OF EVALUATION
2letters internal to department
2letters external to department
9. WATVER FORM SIGNED BYTHE CANDIDATE & WITNESS
10. SAMPLE OF LETTER SENT TO REVIEWERS
II. REVIEWERS NAME AND ADDRESS FORM
12 SELF-ASSESSMENT LETTER
BRIEF SUMMARY BY CANDIDATE OF SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS, MOST
IMPORTANT PUBLICATIONS, SIGNIFICANCE OF CONTRIBUTION TO MULTI-
AUTHORED PAPERS, FTTT.FTTT.MKNT OF DEPARTMENT EXPECTATIONS AND
CURRENT RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
13. CURRENT CURRICULUM VITAE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY
SOM Format required NOSTAPLES
INCOMPLETE FILES WILL BE RETURNED TO THE
DEPARTMENT.
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CHECKLIST OF REQUIRED CONTENTS
CLINICAL TRACK r»j VAM JI5^ =f^ ^ RETENTION
Submit Original and one file copy.
PLEASE PLACE THE ITEMS USTED BELOW IN THE RPT FILE IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER
AND PLEASE DO NOT USE STAPLES OR PAPERCLIPS.
1. FORMAL CLINICAL FACULTY RETENTION SUMMARY FORM
2. CANDIDATE'S RESPONSE LETTER TO DEPARTMENT CHAIR AND DAC
(CANDIDATE'S OPTION)
3. DEPARTMENT CHAIR'S LETTER
CC: TO CANDIDATE
4. MASTER SUMMARY DOCUMENT - prepared by DAC chair
5. DEPARTMENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES AND VOTE
6. RECOMMENDATION FROM AD HOC COMMITTEE (ifused)
7. STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES, VOTE, AND
DOCUMENTATION
8. LETTERS OF EVALUATION
2 letters from inside the department
2letters from outside the department
9. WAIVER FORM SIGNED BY THE CANDIDATE & WITNESS
10. SAMPLE OF LETTER SENT TO REVIEWERS
11. REVIEWERS NAME AND ADDRESS FORM
12. SELF-ASSESSMENT LETTER
BRIEF SUMMARY BY CANDIDATE OF SIGNIFICANT ACHLEVEMENTS, MOST
IMPORTANT PUBLICATIONS, SIGNIFICANCE OF CONTRIBUnON TO MULTI-
AUTHORED PAPERS, FULFIIXMENT OF DEPARTMENT EXPECTATIONS AND
CURRENT RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
13. CURRENT CURRICULUM VITAE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY
SOM Format required NO STAPLES
INCOMPLETE FILES WILL BE RETURNED TO THE
DEPARTMENT.
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CHECKLIST OF REQUIRED CONTENTS
CLINICAL |^T«J VII* J•MS REVIEWS
Submit Original, one file copy, and electronic pdf copy.
PLEASE PLACE THE ITEMS USTED BELOW IN THE RPT FILE IN THE
FOLLOWING ORDER AND PLEASE DO NOT USE STAPLES OR
PAPERCLIPS.
L ACADEMIC PAN FORM
Z CANDIDATE'S RESPONSE LETTER TO DEPARTMENT CHAIR AND DAC
(CANDIDATE'S OPTION)
3. DEPARTMENT CHAIR'S LETTER
CC: TO CANDIDATE
4. MASTER SUMMARY DOCUMENT - prepared by DAC chair
5. DEPARTMENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES AND VOTE
6. RECOMMENDATION FROM AD HOC COMMITTEE (ifused)
7. STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES, VOTE, AND
DOCUMENTATION
8. LETTERS OF EVALUATION
3 letters from inside the department
31etters from outside the department
9. WAIVER FORM SIGNED BY THE CANDIDATE &WITNESS
10. SAMPLE OF LETTER SENT TO REVIEWERS
11. REVIEWERS NAME AND ADDRESS FORM
12. SELF-ASSESSMENT LETTER
BRIEF SUMMARY BY CANDIDATE OF SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS, MOST
IMPORTANT PUBLICATIONS, SIGNIHCANCE OF CONTRIBUTION TO MULTI-
AUTHORED PAPERS, FULFILLMENT OF DEPARTMENT EXPECTATIONS AND
CURRENT RESEARCH LN PROGRESS
13. CURRENT CURRICULUM VITAE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY
SOM Format requiredNOSTAPLES
INCOMPLETE FILES WILL BE RETURNED TO THE
DEPARTMENT.
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Approved bySchool ofMedicine januaty29,2002
INSTRUCTOR
BASICREQUIREMENTS: This rank may be awarded to individuals who have met the minimal
requirements for faculty membership. It is intended for individuals who are completing their training or
acquiring essential experience while simultaneously serving a faculty role.
1. EDUCATION: A doctoral degree (M.D., PhX)., or other terminal professional degree)
from an accredited institution of higher learning and promise of a productive academic
career.
2. IN CLINICAL DEPARTMENTS: Individuals who will provide clinical care to patients
should have completed the residency training normally required for board certification in
that specialty. Faculty members who will not provide clinical careshould have a minimum
of two years of postdoctoral training and/or experience.
3. IN BASIC SCIENCE DEPARTMENTS: At least two years of postdoctoral training
and/or experience.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
BASIC REQUIREMENTS: The individual should have a doctoral degree (MD., Ph.D.,or other terminal
professional degree) with a minimum of three years of postdoctoral experience plus some demonstrated
evidence of scientific productivity in the form of published manuscripts in peer-reviewed journals. If the
individual will provide patient care she/he should be board certified, if it is possible to attain certification
within her/his specialty without practice requirements. Should his/her specialty have practice
requirements, board certification can be waived temporarily, but should be attained within two rounds of
eligibility.
1. SCHOLARSHIP: The individual:
a. Should have a demonstrated ability to conduct basic, applied, or clinical research.
Evidence of this criterion will be derived from the applicant's publication record and
from solicited letters from mentors and colleagues. In evaluating an individual's
scholarly attainments an emphasis will be placed on peer-reviewed, hypothesis-testing
manuscripts of a basic or clinical nature.
b. Should have demonstrated ability to preparegrant applications seeking research
funding.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
BASIC RF.OUJREMENTS: The major criterion for appointment or promotion to the rank ofAssociate
Professor is the demonstration of independence inthe area of research. Promotion should be based on
performance rather than time in previous rank. Usually, however, a time period of five years in rank as an
50
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Instructor or Assistant Professor is required to attam the necessary level of achievement (i.e., review for
promotion will take place in the sixth year.)
1 SCHOLARSHIP: The individual: .
' r^hc^r^vTdemonstTated evidence of being aproductive investigator with afocused
area of expertise. In the event that most of the individuals work is collaborative in
nature the individual's independent contributions should be documented.
b. Should have anational reputation for research, attested by reference letters from
outside the institution. . ,
c Should have high quality research manuscripts published in peer-reviewed journals^
' Judgment of the quality and importance of the published manuscripts will be based
upon statements made by external referees. In evaluating an individual sscholarly
attainments an emphasis will be placed on peer-reviewed, hypothesis-testing
manuscripts ofabasic or clinical nature.
A Should be supported by apnnapal investigator, or serve as C™™W™°**
research grant preferably with an external source of support (e.g., NIH, ALA N=>r.;
e. Should provide evidence of continuing research productivity.
reach the necessary levels of excellence in teaching, research, and administration.
1 9rHOT.ARSHIP: The individual:L rlh^iclteTleaaing research investigator in the field with anauonal or international
b sClte high quality research manuscripts published in peer-reviewed journalJudgment of2 quahty and importance of the published manuscripts will be based
LTsutements made by external referees. In evaluatmg an individual sscholarly
attainments an emphasis wrll be placed on peer-reviewed, hypothec-testing
manuscripts ofabasic or clinical nature.Should provide evidence of continuing research productivity, independence, and
Sbodd demonstrate acontinuing level of external support for research program,
preferably from external sources (e.g., NIH, NSF.)
c.
d.
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CHECKLIST OF REQUIRED CONTENTS
RESEARCH PROMOTION REVIEWS
Submit Original, one file copy, and electronic pdf copy.
PLEASE PLACE THE ITEMS USTED BELOW IN THE RPT FILE IN THE
FLOWING ORDER AND PU^DCmQ^^
1. ACADEMIC PAN FORM
2. CANDIDATE'S RESPONSE LETTER TO DEPARTMENT CHAIR AND DAC
(CANDIDATE'S OPTION)
3. DEPARTMENT CHAIR'S LETTER
CC: TO CANDIDATE
4. MASTER SUMMARY DOCUMENT -prepared by DAC chair
5. DEPARTMENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES AND VOTE
6. RECOMMENDATION FROM AD HOC COMMITTEE {ifused)
7. STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES, VOTE, AND
DOCUMENTATION
8. LETTERS OF EVALUATION
3 letters from inside the institution
3 letters from outside the institution
9. WAIVER FORM SIGNED BY THE CANDIDATE &WITNESS
10. SAMPLE OF LETTER SENT TO REVIEWERS
11. REVIEWERS NAME AND ADDRESS FORM
XX SSf^Sv^AIE OF SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENT, MOST
^rS™UCAT10NS SIGNIFICANCE OF COOTRIBUTION TO MUUTTl^O^VAV^FVLFuhtEm OF DEPARTMENT EXPECTATIONS AND
CURRENT RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
13. CURRENT CURRICULUM V1TAE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY
SOM Format requiredNO STAPLES
INCOMPLETE FILES WILL BE RETURNED TO THE
DEPARTMENT.
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Approved by School of Medicne April 5, 2004
INSTRUCTOR
BASIC REQUIREMENTS: This rank may be awarded to individuals who have met the minimal
requirements for faculty membership. It is intended for individuals who are completing their training or
acquiring essential experience while simultaneously serving a faculty role
1. EDUCATION: A doctoral degree (M.D., Ph.D. or other terminal professional degree)
from an accredited institution of higher learning.
2. IN CLINICAL DEPARTMENTS: completion of the residency training normally
required for board certification, or for non-M.D.'s, a minimum of two years of post
doctoral training and/or experience.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
BASIC REQUIREMENTS: The individual should have a doctoral degree (M.D., Ph.D., or other terminal
professional degree) with aminimum of three years postdoctoral orresidency training. If the individual
will provide patient care she/he should be board certified, ifit is possible to attain certification within
his/her specialty without practice requirements. Should his/her specialty have practice requirements,
board certification canbe waived temporarily, but should be attained within two rounds of eligibility.
1. TEACHING: Using teaching schedules, evaluations or other materials the individual:
a. Should show a commitment to excellence in teaching. Some examples of this
commitment are:
b. Lecturing to students and to residents.
c. Conducting teaching rounds or small group sessions.
d. Should interact with trainees one-on-one in a positive way.
e. Should have a demonstrated ability to develop and present a well-organized
lecture or seminar.
f. Should demonstrate the desire to develop as an educator.
2. ADMINISTRATION: The individual should be willing to serve on departmental, School
of Medicine, hospital or institutional committees.
3. SCHOLARSHIP: The individual should have demonstrated the ability and interest to
engage in scholarly activity. Acceptable scholarly accomplishment includes butis not
limited to co-authorship or primary contributions to the following, in no particular order
a. Educational reports or studies.
b. Review articles.
c. Textbooks or chapters.
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d. Editorial service.
e. Electronic media.
f. Letters to the editor
g. Syllabus materials.
h. Special workshops or laboratories.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
BASIC REQUIREMENTS: The major critenon for appointment or promotion to the rank of Associate
Professor is the demonstration of significant accomplishments in the area of teaching. Promotion should
be based on performance rather than time in previous rank. UsuaUy, however, atime penod of five years
in rank as an Instructor or Assistant Professor is required to attain the necessary level of achievement (w.,
review for promotion will take place in the sixth year).
1. TEACHING: Using teaching schedules, evaluations or other materials the individual:
a. Should demonstrate acontinuing commitment to excellence in teaching. Some
examples of this commitment are:
1. Mentoring medical students, other students, and residents.
2. Regularly lecturing in the medical student curriculum and/or other
academic programs.
3. Regularly lecturing at grand rounds and other local teaching sessions.
4. Developing/directing a regional postgraduate course.
b. Should interact with trainees one-on-one in a positive way.
c. Should demonstrate ahistory ofcurriculum development and implementation.
d. Should have demonstrated success in teaching. Some examples of this success
are:
1. Consistently positive teaching evaluations.
2. Winning a teaching award.
3. Serving as avisiting professor at other institutions.
2 ADMINISTRATION: The individual should have competendy discharged
assignments on departmental, School of Medicine, hospital or institutional committees.
3 SCHOLARSHIP: The individual should have demonstrated continuing ability and
interest in scholarly activity. Acceptable scholarly accomplishment includes but is not
limited to co-authorship or primary contributions to the following, in no particular
order.
1. Educational reports or studies.
2. Review articles.
3. Textbooks or chapters.
4. Editorial service.
5. Electronic media.
6. Letters to the editor
7. Syllabus materials.
8. Special workshops or laboratories.
PROFESSOR
v. a<ur RFOUTREMENTS: Individuals advanced to the rank of Professor should be recognized
nationally and mtemationally for achievements made in teaching activities. Promotion to this rank should
be based on continuing achievement, but five years in rank as Associate Professor is usually required to
reach the necessary levels of excellence in teaching, research, and administration.
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